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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS OF DIGITAL VS. PRINT TEXT ON READING
COMPREHENSION AND BEHAVIORS IN STUDENTS WITH ADHD
This study was conducted using a qualitative single-case, embedded design in a
4th grade elementary classroom with five participants. One purpose of this inquiry was to
evaluate the differential effects between digital and print text on reading comprehension
of literary texts on students with ADHD. A second purpose of this study was to evaluate
and determine the differential effects reading digitally and from print have on specific off
and on-task reading behaviors with these same participants. The goal of this research was
to generate a comprehensive case description and analysis that will contribute to the
evolving theories of best practice in planning reading instruction in the digital age and to
further the understanding of how students with ADHD interact comparatively with digital
and print text.
Qualitative and quantitative data were collected from participant interviews,
comprehension assessments, and direct observations of students as they read in digital
and print text conditions. Three of the five participants scored higher in reading
comprehension when reading traditional, print text.
An analysis of the data for this study found no differential effects within on and
off-task behaviors in these five participants when reading in digital (12%) vs. print (11%)
text conditions.
KEYWORDS Digital Text, Print Text, ADHD, Elementary, Reading, Off-Task
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The word “text” has long been perceived as written messages and symbols found
in books, magazines, newspapers, or brochures. In this age of digital literacy, textbooks
are being replaced with tablets and students are immersed in technologies in and out of
the classroom. “Text” now refers to so much more than words or images printed on
paper. Reading from a digital device is becoming a part of the central academic
experience as modern learners read from iPads, Chromebooks, laptops, Kindles,
desktops, smartphones, as well as from traditional print. Literacy in this digital culture
has become a complex topic as all of these texts are now to be considered by teachers and
instructional designers when planning for instruction to include meaningful use of these
technologies.
As educators utilize digital and print text as a resource for learning, knowledge of
their differential effects on comprehension can successfully inform instruction and
planning to help meet individual learning needs. “Regardless of what we read (news,
expository texts, or literature), how we read is shaped by the technologies with which we
read” (Mangen & Kuiken, 2014, p. 150). Researchers and studies examining reading in
print and digital forms conceptualize the subject through a variety of terms. From the
following review of the literature, it is evident that the field of research in this area has
yet to determine an explicit definition or consistent terminology to reference when
discussing words found on a digital screen. Singer and Alexander (2017) address this in
their review.
It is conceivable that the lack of dedicated definitions of digital reading reflects
the researchers’ unstated perception that the distinction between reading and
1

reading digitally has more to do with the context of the process and is not some
reconceptualization of the basic construct (p.1020).

Online Reading
A prevalent focus in research on text considered to be digital is often referred to
in literature as “online reading.” Corio (2011) defined offline text as “informational text
that appears on the printed page and not in a digital format.” Online texts are “broadly
conceived to include information presented via one or more elements such as hyperlinks,
images, animation, audio, and/or video within an online networked system (i.e., the
Internet) that is continually expanding and, thus, largely unbounded” (p. 356). The
reading processes proficient readers utilize to comprehend online text are similar to, and
often more complex, than those required to comprehend informational offline text, thus
increasing the cognitive load impairing reading comprehension (Afflerbach & Cho, 2009;
Coiro & Dobler, 2007). These skills are referred to as new literacies (Leu et al., 2011).

E-Reading
E-reading refers to the act of reading text found in an electronic book (e-book),
such as a Kindle. These texts are digital and similar to traditional books, one way being
that they are linear, but not in the way print text is. Readers cannot physically change
print text as they read, but digital texts can transform using various settings and tools
while reading in a digital format. One example is the ability to change font and increase
or decrease the size of words (Larson, 2010). E-readers use an “e-ink” that simulates the
appearance of print on paper and reflects light comparable to a printed page of a book
(Tanner, 2014).
2

Digital Text
The term “digital text” is used throughout the majority of the articles in this
review. It is a “catch all” phrase mostly referring to any type of text found on a digital
device-a laptop, iPad, Kindle, smartphone, tablet, and Chromebooks.

Screen Based Reading
Rose (2011) observed that research most often implies that “digital text” refers to
online or “hypertext,” which is found on the internet. However, digital texts such as a
PDF document or static texts from an e-book are also commonly used as reading
mediums. She noted that many of the texts read for academic purposes on a digital device
are simply digitized versions of traditional paper books and papers. According to Sahin
(2011), “screen reading” occurs when texts are “transferred onto computerized pages and
published by means of computers” (p. 94). This literature goes on to describe “linear
text” as a component of screen reading. When reading from linear text, a reader “must
follow the path provided by the designer in order to access the information necessary for
learning. Information beyond the linear path cannot be accessed from the current point”
(95). For my research purposes, when I refer to digital text, I will consider this to be
“screen reading” (see Table 1.1). This decision was informed by the description and
usage of the term in Sahin’s work analyzing the effects of linear texts on reading
comprehension, which is similar to the direction I want to take with my future research.
As educators embrace the new opportunities and enhancements for learning these
digital reading experiences afford, questions remain regarding their effectiveness and role
in supporting literacy development and cognitive performance. The nature of digital text
is rapidly changing and replacing print text within the classroom setting and in the daily
3

lives of elementary students. Assessments and research projects are now conducted on
laptops or iPads instead of with paper and pencils. This prevalence of reading from a
screen, or digital text, instead of traditional print text introduces new challenges and
concerns. These apprehensions are especially noted in the areas of reading
comprehension and in literacy development with special populations. The limited
research studies on these topics have yielded inconsistent results.
One special population of readers consists of students diagnosed with Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). Research studies over the past two decades have
concluded that reading comprehension of traditional print text can be further complicated
by struggles with attention and focus. There is little information found in the literature to
guide educators as they prepare for students with ADHD in the reading curriculum using
digital text.

Purpose of the Study
A significant amount of the literature focuses on the effects and affordances of
reading online text as trends in education progress in the direction of daily classroom use
of web-based research and resources. Zooming the focus of inquiry in further, an
examination of the reader’s interaction with the digital screen provides further
implications for instructional design.
Numerous studies investigating how readers navigate and comprehend text in a
digital passage as compared to a traditional paper text have found conflicting results. The
majority of these studies were conducted with high school or college aged participants.
Researchers have also examined the reading process and how it is often a barrier for
readers with ADHD. Considering these two areas of significance in education, there is a
4

gap in the literature examining how elementary-aged readers with ADHD comprehend
digital text while reading from a screen as compared to traditional print text. The purpose
of this case study research was to expand the literature and examine how digital text and
print text affect reading comprehension and behaviors for readers with ADHD in an
intermediate grade (4-5th grades).
Table 1.1
Operationalizing Key Terms
Term

Description

Digital Text

Digital text is referred to as any type of text found on a
digital device.

E-Reading

E-reading refers to the act of reading text found in an
electronic book (e-book), such as a Kindle. E-readers
use an “e-ink” that simulates the appearance of print
on paper and reflects light comparable to a printed
page of a book (Tanner, 2014).

Off -Task Behavior

Off-task behavior occurs when a student’s gaze is
anywhere other than the direction of relevant
instructional materials or the instructor (Godwin et al.,
2016).

Online Text

Online texts are “broadly conceived to include
information presented via one or more elements such
as hyperlinks, images, animation, audio, and/or video
within an online networked system (i.e., the Internet)
that is continually expanding and, thus, largely
unbounded” (Coiro 2011, p. 356).

On-Task Behavior

On-task behavior in the classroom setting refers to
“the student actively or passively attending to
instruction or assigned work and the absence of offtask behavior during the observed interval” (AmatoZich et al., 2006, p. 213).

Print Text

Print text refers to static, linear text created with ink on
paper material that is bound in some fashion,
traditionally found in books, periodicals, and
newspapers.
5

Table 1.1 (continued)
Reading Comprehension

Snow’s (2002) definition of reading comprehension
will be used for the purpose of this research study.
We define reading comprehension as
the process of simultaneously
extracting and constructing meaning
through interaction and involvement
with written language. We use the
words extracting and constructing to
emphasize both the importance and the
insufficiency of the text as a
determinant of reading comprehension.
(p. 11).

Screen Based Reading

Screen reading occurs when texts are “transferred onto
computerized pages and published by means of
computers” (Sahin, 2011, p. 94).

Research Questions
1. What are the differential effects between digital text and traditional print text
on reading comprehension of literary texts for fourth grade students with
ADHD?
2. What are the differential effects between digital text and traditional print text
on observable on and off-task reading behaviors of fourth grade students with
ADHD?

Significance of the Study
As a result of being raised in a world immersed in digital culture, modern primary
and elementary students have been interacting with digital devices from an early age and
therefore hold an increased familiarity with these technologies. Smartphones, e-readers,
and laptops are commonplace in their everyday lives. Reviews of the literature have
revealed many of the barriers to reading comprehension for readers of digital text without
ADHD and those with ADHD who struggle with reading generally are similar. Do these
6

findings suggest such obstacles create an even more challenging reading experience for
readers with ADHD when comprehending from digital text? Though several studies
examining the experiences of this population of learners with online reading have been
conducted, very few have considered the effects of reading static, digital text on a tablet
screen on the reader with ADHD. To better make informed, pedagogically sound
decisions when designing instruction, further research investigating the benefits and
barriers when these two conditions combine is warranted. Instructional designers would
also benefit from replicated research on reading from digital text with elementary-aged
participants. The majority of the research on digital versus print text regarding
comprehension involves high school or university students. For this reason, the current
study investigated a younger population of learners diagnosed with ADHD.

7

CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
As digital text read from iPads, laptops, and smartboards begin to replace
textbooks and magazines in the elementary classroom, knowledge of the differential
effects of these two types of text on comprehension can successfully inform instruction
and planning to help meet individual learning needs. “Regardless of what we read (news,
expository texts, or literature), how we read is shaped by the technologies with which we
read” (Mangen & Kuiken, 2014, p. 150).

Digital Natives
Marc Prensky (2001) introduced the phenomenon he termed "digital natives",
asserting the generation born in the 1980s through the early 1990s grew up in a society
immersed in the use of and exposure to digital technologies. This engagement with
technology influenced how they attain and manage learning in a digital culture. Prensky
explained his theory in the following:
Today’s students have not just changed incrementally from those of the past, nor
simply changed their slang, clothes, body adornments, or styles, as has happened
between generations previously. A really big discontinuity has taken place. One
might even call it a ‘singularity’ – an event which changes things so
fundamentally that there is absolutely no going back. This so-called ‘singularity’
is the arrival and rapid dissemination of digital technology in the last decades of
the twentieth century. (p. 1)
Pensky met criticism with his unprecedented label and theory as it prompted
debates regarding pedagogy and instructional design. Critics asserted these concepts were

of “weak empirical and theoretical foundations” (Bennett et al., 2008, p.777). Close
scrutiny of the literature provided insignificant evidence to support Pensky’s assertion
that these “digital natives” possessed a distinct learning style or technical proficiency.
Bennett et al., (2008) agreed with Pensky in that the education of this generation
immersed in digital technologies was a critical issue requiring attention and modifications
in an effort to more effectively meet learning needs in a new millennium. “Young
people’s relationships with technology is much more complex than the digital native
characterization suggests. While technology is embedded in their lives, young people’s
use and skills are not uniform” (Bennett et al., 2008, p.783).
Researchers continued to refer to students of higher learning as “digital natives”
in 2018 as this was also considered a generation that grew up engrossed in a culture
inundated with technology. As these students are almost daily engaged with digital
devices, Marc Prensky modified his original term to describe a generation of smartphone
and tablet users as “iLearners”. This claim has been described as too simplistic and has
also been met with much contention (Barak, 2018).

Barriers to Reading Digital Text
As screens replace pages in the hands of a reader, instructional designers must
consider many variables when making pedagogical decisions. Research studies over the
past two decades have examined the effects digital text has on the process of reading.
Questions remain regarding its effectiveness and role in supporting literacy development
and cognitive performance. New challenges and concerns, especially in the area of
reading comprehension, are to be considered.

9

Cognitive Load and Concentration
Ackerman and Goldsmith (2011) cautioned, “The common perception of screen
presentation as an information source intended for shallow messages may reduce the
mobilization of cognitive resources that is needed for effective self-regulation” (p.29).
With the growing popularity and more user-friendly features of digital tablets as a
reading medium, researchers are finding cause for concern. These multi-purpose
technologies present numerous diversions, shortcuts to information, and stimulating
environments that can impede cognitive processes. Tanner (2014) noted that students use
their computers or e-readers for recreational reading, listening to music, social
networking, face-timing, gaming, and shopping. He concluded from his research that it is
improbable to think these students would approach the same device readily receptive to
academic reading and inquiry.
These findings are consistent with other studies demonstrating that when students
read from e-books, concentration and performance often suffer (Woody & Daniel, 2010).
Baron (2015) supports this assertion finding in her research that when reading from an etextbook with digital text, college students were more likely to multitask and become
distracted. These study results revealed that 92% of the surveyed participants claimed to
concentrate better when reading from print text, with 26% stating they were likely to
multitask in this reading condition. Notably, 85% of the students featured in this study
would likely multitask while reading from a digital device.
Another one of the many studies investigating the differential effects of paper and
digital text on reading comprehension allotted half of the participants a set time of seven
minutes to study an expository text on paper or digitally. The other half were allotted
unlimited minutes to review. Researchers found that the group working under a fixed
10

study time performed equally on comprehension measures across both mediums. The
second group, in which participants’ study time was self-regulated, scored 10% higher
when reading from paper text than from screen text. From these findings, researchers
concluded that when managing their own time, students reading from paper were more
diligent in their reading and therefore directed their working memory and attention more
efficiently (Ackerman & Goldsmith, 2011).
Wästlund (2007) also concluded that reading from a computer results in a higher
cognitive load compared with paper. Participants in his study completed a comprehension
test on a computer. One group read from a paginated text sample and the other group read
from a continuous piece of text. Afterward, researchers assessed the participants’
attention and working memory. Results from comprehension measures were similar for
both groups. However, the group required to scroll through the unbroken text performed
worse on the attention and working memory tests. Wästlund (2007) asserts that diverting
attention to moving through a text means there is less attention available to assist in
comprehending it. Scrolling requires a reader to consciously focus on the text and how
they are manipulating it at the same time. This requires more mental resources than
turning or clicking a page, which are considered more automatic and simpler movements.
Participants reported higher levels of stress and fatigue when reading from a screen as
compared to those reading from print text.

Ergonomics
In analyzing how digital text can present barriers to the reading process,
researchers have conducted studies to investigate the role ergonomics in reading from a
screen might play. In this case, ergonomics refers to the efficiency in the design of a
11

digital device. Woody, Daniel, and Baker (2010) assert that ergonomics is one of the
most significant factors contributing to the lack of effectiveness digital text can have on
reading comprehension.
Optics. LCD screens are a factor in the visual ergonomics of a digital screen to
consider. These computer screens can cause visual fatigue, which can interfere with
cognitive processing, due to fluctuating light and contrast levels (Köpper et al., 2016;
Mangen et al., 2013; Noyes & Garland, 2008). This condition can also contribute to
greater eye strain when longer texts are a factor (Ackerman & Goldsmith, 2011). Noyes
and Garland further explain possible negative implications for comprehension noting that
these LCD screen features can impede the visuospatial processes of reading. Letter
detection and the ability to identify words depend on clear legibility of a text. Mangen
(2008) asserted that e-readers like the Kindle are a better choice when reading from a
screen. This type of device has electronic ink and reflects ambient light, as opposed to
emitting light, which allows for longer reading time with less visual fatigue. Rosenfield
(2011) explained another problematic feature of reading from a screen. A frequent
complaint of reading from a computer is dry eyes. This is a result of visually engaging
with an illuminated display for long periods of time and from the angle a digital screen is
held and read. Books with traditional paper text are held at a lower angle than a computer
screen which allows for a more closed eye stance and complete eye blinks. A computer
screen is usually at an upright angle from the face which entails the eye to be open wider,
causing greater exposure to the cornea and partial eye blinks.
Scrolling. Wästlund (2007) concluded that scrolling through a text can impair
attention and working memory. Studies suggest that reading from a screen can also
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distort a sense of place in a passage, and therefore weaken comprehension. Having to
click or scroll through text on a screen can only be done one viewing section at a time.
When reading on paper, the entire text can quickly be scanned page by page in order to
locate a specific piece of text (Mangen et al., 2013). Rose (2011) shared what one college
student felt about having to scroll through a screen when reading. “In screen space, the
transition from one page to the next, the dependable rhythm of typographic space,
becomes a disruption in the continuity of my reading” (p. 519).

Haptics
Mangen (2008) asserted that traditional paper text proves more beneficial in the
reading processes. She has observed and concluded that reading is a multi-sensory
activity and that readers retain more when they physically touch the pages of a book. This
tactile connection to the reading material leads to greater memory making and
comprehension. Researchers added that the act of touching a screen, clicking a mouse, or
scrolling down a digital page is not analogous to the turning of a page in a book. Mangen
and Kuiken (2014) shared that “when reading on paper, readers have immediate sensory
access to text sequence, as well as to the entirety of the text. They can discern visually, as
well as sense kinesthetically, their page by page progress through the text” (p. 152).
When reading on an e-reader, such as iPad or Kindle, readers have described a feeling
that something is missing. There is an awareness of the tactile absence of printed pages
they are accustomed to holding (Gerlach & Buxmann, 2011; Manegn, 2008; Rose, 2011).
Gerlach and Buxmann (2011) assert that this “haptic dissonance” (p. 1) denotes that the
sensory experience one has when reading an e-book might conflict with the familiar
physicality that has been shown to contribute to comprehension. When reading from a
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digital device, readers report missing the haptic qualities of a traditional paper book.
Tanner (2014) similarly concluded that when screen text is perceived as intangible, the
cognitive process can be inhibited. Rose (2011) interviewed participants for her study in
an effort to gain insight into the experiences university students have with digital text. In
these research interviews, participants noted personal preferences and views that a text
should have a cover and binding and pages to turn and hold as a reflection of a text’s
length.
The page is sensuous––I can touch it, smell it and hear it rustling when I turn it.
Without the materiality of the page, I am left with only the text qua text. To
comprehend something fully is to ‘take ownership’ of it, and in order to own a
text, I must hold it in my hands, scribble notes in the margins, underline,
highlight, and star important bits. (p. 519)

Reading Barriers for ADHD Students
Readers with attention deficits encounter these challenges when reading digital
text in addition to difficulties already experienced when reading traditional paper text. To
further analyze reading barriers to digital text through the lens of a reader with Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), a review of common reading barriers for
students with this disorder serves as a bridge to better understanding.
Children with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) historically have
difficulties in the area of reading comprehension (Ehm et al., 2016; Friedman et al., 2017;
Lorch et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2013). Sustained focus and attention are imperative
attributes of a proficient reader (Flory et al., 2006). Exacerbated symptoms of ADHD,
such as a lack of this focus and attention, are associated with substantial problems in
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word reading and text comprehension. This is possibly because these students fail to
acquire the basic preconditions necessary for reading due to ADHD indicators (Ehm et
al., 2016; Miller et al., 2013). In an effort to more reliably assess reading comprehension
deficits, many studies have utilized listening tasks, rather than reading, to further
investigate deficits in comprehension associated with ADHD. Determining if problematic
comprehension related to difficulties in decoding as opposed to recall of central
information can be challenging. Listening comprehension tasks have allowed for more
conclusive data to support the theme in research findings that readers with ADHD
struggle in forming essential connections within a narrative text (Flake et al., 2007; Lorch
et al., 2010).

Working Memory
Deficiencies in working memory are commonly salient in children with ADHD
(Van Neste et al., 2015). One process that occurs in working memory is responsible for
orthographically converting visual reading material to a phonological code that in turn
leads to meaning making when reading. Findings from a study focusing on this
conversion suggest that readers with ADHD benefit from cognitive training to complete
this task more efficiently (Friedman et al., 2017). Miller et al., (2013) studied the reading
proficiency of ADHD readers in building logical, mental representations of a story in
order to successfully recall implicit and explicit information. Findings indicated that these
students struggle the most with recalling central details, termed a “centrality deficit” (p.
473) by the authors. They concluded that this deficit is related to problematic issues with
working memory in students with ADHD. One function of working memory is to retain
previously learned information while, at the same time, integrating new ideas and
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concepts into mental story representations. Text connections and details most essential to
the theme of a text become difficult to locate and recall when reading with fewer
attentional resources. Thus, higher level comprehension becomes difficult as cognitive
resources are already being used in an effort to sustain attention while reading.

Story Recall
One reading comprehension deficit commonly found in readers with ADHD is the
challenge to recognize the relevant text needed to guide in story recall (Flake et al.,
2007). Children with ADHD struggle to effectively divide their mental processing
resources in order to successfully recall this essential information in a story (Bailey et al.,
2009; Miller et al., 2013). Lorch et al., (2010) investigated developmental differences in
story recall in children with ADHD. Overtime, children in the 21-month study
demonstrated little improvement, but some sensitivity to the thematic importance of their
story recall was evident. Researchers highlight the need for interventions that guide
readers with ADHD to successfully recognize, order, and retrieve significant story events
in recall practice.

Story Structure
Flory (2006) concluded that readers with ADHD also struggle to build an
effective story structure in their minds as they read. This is one of the many higher-order
cognitive processes required for effective story comprehension. Determining and
analyzing cause and effect relationships is a necessary skill in building that structure
(Lorch et al., 2010). The ability to infer cause and effect sequences is also essential in
building coherent story representations (Van Neste et al., 2015). Proficient readers are
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aware of the goals and motivations of a character in the story and can note the causal
factors associated with these connections. Recognizing these goal-based events assist in
building the structure of a story (Flory, 2006; Lorch et al., 2010). Children diagnosed
with ADHD experience difficulties making causal connections between events and
characters (Lorch et al., 2010; Bailey et al., 2009).

Inference
Research studies suggest that the problematic comprehension issues of children
with ADHD may be related to a lack of depth in information processing, such as locating
and referencing relevant information in a story. This extracting of relevant information in
order to support a claim, inference, or answer is even more pronounced in students that
struggle with basic reading skills, as children with ADHD often do. This creates a deficit
in the ability to infer, a critical skill in story comprehension (Flory et al., 2006). A lack
of inference generation can also occur as students with ADHD exhibit deficits in creating
causal connections within story events with reasonable explanations or elaborations (Van
Neste, Hayden, Lorch, & Milich, 2015).

ADHD Readers and Digital Text
Readers with ADHD struggle with all of the aforementioned barriers to reading
and with digital text. Considering the prevalence of students with ADHD, as well as
digital devices being utilized in the classrooms today for reading instruction, the research
focusing on readers with ADHD and the reading medium of digital text is limited in
breadth and depth.
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Benefits
Students with ADHD exhibit difficulty in sustaining effort and motivation,
especially in tedious tasks (Barkley, 1998). Reading from a small screen device, such as
an iPad, has shown to have some advantages in supporting efforts with challenging tasks
for readers with attention deficits. In a few studies, students have described a positive
learning experience when using digital devices as a reading medium as they allow for
manipulative touch, more control of learning, comfort, and can be more visually
appealing and entertaining (McClanahan et al., 2012). First, it is noted that displaying
text on a computer screen conceals the actual length of the passage. As a result, few
negative perceptions arise and motivation is stronger. Secondly, students with ADHD
might use the mouse to follow text as they read. This could be a useful technique to focus
attention on words and alleviate typical restlessness of ADHD persons as they are
engaged with the mouse (Stern & Shalev, 2013). Brown (2010) found from her
interviews with students having ADHD that using a computer device, such as an iPad,
placed on top of a desk or table can help “draw the eyes to instruction, especially when
placed against a soothing background” (p. 145).
Hypermedia tools can also serve as a positive influence on a reader’s motivation
and promote learning for students with ADHD. Studies note students’ attraction,
curiosity, and sense of control over the learning process when learning from and with
these tools. This leads researchers to hypothesize that students with ADHD might
perform better when using these instruments to complete learning tasks (Fabio &
Antonietti, 2012).
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Story Structure
As previously mentioned, readers with ADHD often have greater difficulty
recalling important details in a story, connecting the main events in a narrative text, and
sustaining attention to organize the necessary higher-order processes required for deep
reading. Deficits in these areas lead to weak story structures and mental representations
(Bailey et al., 2009; Flory, 2006; Lorch et al., 2010; Van Neste et al., 2015). Mangen et
al., (2013) added that comprehension tasks, such as the abovementioned, that require
evidentiary text to support an answer become challenging as a reader has to integrate
information from various parts of a passage to infer and conclude. This presents a
possible cognitive barrier for students reading from digital text. The researchers assert
that “fixity of text printed on paper” (p. 66) supports a reader in better constructing text
structure. Digital text requires a reader to scroll, which can lead to an instability in focus
and barriers to creating these vital mental text structures of a passage as scrolling requires
continuous conscious effort.

Text Length
Students with ADHD notably struggle to maintain focus and attention in many
areas and because of this, the length of passages should be considered as a variable
contributing to the struggles and successes of these students. Ben-Yehudah & Brann
(2019) observed this deficit was especially present when students were reading lengthy or
complex text. The goal of their study was to determine if poor comprehension
performance when reading from a digital text is related to these attention and regulation
difficulties. Their findings showed that readers with ADHD had significantly inferior
comprehension scores when reading from a digital text as compared to print text. Stern &
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Shalev (2013) conducted research to analyze how adolescent students diagnosed with
ADHD performed on reading tasks read from paper compared to digital text. From their
observations, it was noted that more space on a paper text makes the passage longer
(though the number of words was the same) and may be perceived incorrectly by readers
as a daunting task which could lead to less attentive or motivated readers. Conversely,
when the extra spaces were introduced in a text displayed on a computer screen, students
performed better. Researchers speculated that since readers could only see what was on
the present screen without knowing the amount of entire text, students were not
overwhelmed or “intimidated” by the reading task length (Stern & Shalev, 2013).
Several study results suggest that comprehension decreases when a digital text gets
lengthier as more navigation of a passage is required to review for comprehension
(Ackerman and Goldsmith, 2011; Mangen et al., 2013; Noyes & Garland, 2008).

Online Reading
Researchers studying the brain while reading online indicate a cause for concern
regarding cognition as the mind is rapidly firing, but with partial attention (Wolf &
Barzillai, 2009). Reading in an online format requires organized multi-tasking of various
sets of information and instant problem solving that increases cognitive demand (Coiro &
Dobler, 2007; Wolf & Barzillai, 2009). Conversely, deep reading requires time to slowly
and cognitively engage with text in order to reflect on content as an insightful, analytical,
and deliberate reader. This creates a cognitive struggle as a reader must internally decide
and regulate what text is valuable and requiring sustained attention (Wolf et al., 2012).
Ben-Yehudah & Brann (2019) asserted that an important cognitive ability needed to be
successful in reading comprehension is this ability to sustain attention, and readers with
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ADHD notably struggle with this skill, as well as regulation of learning. The new digital
literacies required to successfully navigate and read online include higher-level thinking
skills such as synthesis, analysis, evaluation, and interpretation (Leu et al., 2013). These
are the very skills readers with ADHD often struggle with the most (Ehm et al., 2016;
Flory et al., 2006; Friedman et al., 2017; Lorch et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2013). Readers
with ADHD may also struggle with reading on the internet when a website’s design
involves long passages of unbroken text and no white space. This can be frustrating and
aide in poor comprehension. Without white space, information can appear cluttered and
unorganized, thus increasing the cognitive load on ADHD learners (Mariger, 2006).
Another frustration can come from complications with internet speed which can cause
students to often experience frustration when waiting for a site to download. For students
with ADHD, this could lead to clicking away from the instructional material or opening
extra windows while waiting for a page to load (Brown, 2010).

Conclusion: Review of Relevant Literature
This review of the literature reveals converging areas of research that should be
considered and studied with elementary aged students and with readers with ADHD
reading from digital text. Many of the barriers to reading comprehension for readers of
digital text and those with ADHD are the same or similar and problematic. Though there
has been a considerable amount of studies examining the ADHD reader’s experiences
with online reading, very few studies have considered the effects of reading static digital
text on the ADHD reader. To better make informed, pedagogically sound decisions when
designing instruction, further research investigating the benefits and barriers when these
two conditions combine is warranted. The majority of the research on digital versus print
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text involves high school or university students. This gap in the literature has informed
my research interests as I am proposing a study with elementary aged students with
ADHD.

Theoretical Framework
Merriam suggests a case study design with a focus on a literature review, as
evidenced above. This search to narrow topics of interest and ideas that constitute further
inquiry guides a researcher into the next step, which is constructing a theoretical
framework that will give direction to the inquiry. According to Merriam (1998), a
theoretical framework is important in any research study in order to provide the base, or
structure for the entire research process. “All aspects of the study are affected by its
theoretical framework” (p.47).
Three theoretical perspectives provide the interpretive lens for this case study: (1)
grounded theory, (2) transactional theory, and (3) cognitive load theory. These views
framed the focus of this study on the reading comprehension strategies of students with
ADHD when interacting with digital and print text.

Grounded Theory
According to Yin (2014), one inductive approach to analyzing evidence within a
case study research design is found within the grounded theory. This is defined by
Strauss and Corbin (1994) as, "a general methodology for developing theory that is
grounded in data systematically gathered and analyzed" (p. 273). This theory can be
applied in quantitative and qualitative research. As with the case study design described
in this proposal, grounded theory allows for a researcher to be involved with participants
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as opposed to just indirectly observing. This can lead to a deeper and more
comprehensive understanding of the thought processes and reactions of participants.
Strauss & Corbin (1990) do caution that researchers be mindful of personal biases that
might come from this proximity to the participants and allow the data to direct the work
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990). This tenet of grounded theory guided me in my focus and
purpose as I was the teacher of the participants in this study.
In grounded theory, researchers can “respond to and change with the times-in
other words, as conditions that affect behavior change, they can be handled analytically,
whether the conditions are in the form of ideas, ideologies, technologies, or new uses of
space” (Strauss & Corbin, p.276,1994). Practitioners are guided to question and discover
what influences specific variables have on the phenomenon being studied and then
pinpoint where, when, or how the influence occurred in data analysis. Researchers using
the grounded theory to frame a study search for similarities and differences within the
data using the constant comparative method. This data is then analyzed using this method
with coding. This occurs when the researcher thoroughly analyzes the data to identify
themes and connections (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). These principles of the grounded
theory framed my research questions, procedures, and use of coding in data analysis as I
examined how ADHD readers interact with digital text, noting specific behaviors and
thought processes.

Transactional Theory
Louise Rosenblatt first published her transactional theory of reading in 1938 and
it has since been strongly influential in reading instruction and instructional design. The
initial focus of the transactional theory was on making meaning with literary texts
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(Rosenblatt, 1988). This focus contributed to my decision in utilizing literary texts for
this study. Rosenblatt’s (2004) transactional theory of reading posits that the act of
reading involves a transaction between the reader and the text. The reader interacts with
the text and works to construct knowledge and meaning from what is read. Meaning does
not reside in the text; rather, it develops during the transaction between the text and the
reader. Rosenblatt (1988) stated, “Every reading act is an event, or a transaction
involving a particular time in a particular context” (p. 4). In turn, readers bring their own
perspectives to their reading based on prior knowledge. Readers construct different
meanings from the same text based on their experiences and literacy skills. This
individualized focus of the reader and the text was evidenced in this study with the
inclusion of readers with ADHD. My goal in this study was not to compare these readers
to their peers or even themselves over time, it was to examine their reading of digital text
comparatively to print text.
Several studies from my review of the literature analyzed and evaluated a reader’s
ability and processes of meaning making. This occurs when a reader engages in a
transaction with the text. Meaning is not inherent to the text itself, but exists, equally, in
the transaction between the text and the reader within a greater context of the
environment and culture. This transaction is the “to-and-fro, spiraling, nonlinear,
continuously reciprocal influence of reader and text in the making of meaning. The
meaning – the poem – ‘happens’ during the transaction between the reader and the signs
on the page” (Rosenblatt, 1995, p. xvi). Rosenblatt (1982) proposed that the role of an
educator in the transactional process should foster students’ ability to make meaning with
a variety of texts and with increasing levels of text complexity.
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According to this theory, there are two stances a reader can take: the efferent
stance or the aesthetic stance. Meaning is often influenced by the reader’s purpose for
this transaction (Rosenblatt, 2004). Rosenblatt (1995) asserted that readers have varying
levels of cognitive and affective processes taking place while reading, depending on their
perceived purpose in the text interaction. Reading to retain knowledge, or cognitive
reading, is 2 reading. The aesthetic stance occurs when a reader focuses on “the moods,
scenes, situations being created during the transaction” (Rosenblatt, 1995, p. xvii). The
reader and the context of the reading influences which type of reading occurs.
Considering this notion, the same texts will have different meanings for readers with
different purposes. “No two readings, even by the same person, are identical”
(Rosenblatt, 2004, p. 1375). This concept framed my choice of using digital and print text
with similar levels and themes in this research study. Students often perform similarly
from one print text transaction to the next in the classroom setting. I was curious to know
if there is a difference, slight or significant, as students read digital text. Rosenblatt
(1995) acknowledged the relevance of her theory to the addition of digital trends and
influence in literacy.
The process of reflection on our linguistic transactions that I have described could
serve all the arts. That, incidentally, is my reply to those who dismiss the printed
word as soon to be obsolete. Even if this debatable prediction were to come true,
the efferent-aesthetic continuum simply describes the two main ways we looks at
the world, and the transactional process would still apply to transactions with
whatever media prevail (Rosenblatt, 1995, p. xviii).
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In this study, the concept of transactional theory was applied to explore and
examine the transaction between the reader, literary text, and an iPad during reading and
how each one influences the other during the entire process of reading.

Cognitive Load Theory
Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) is an instructional design theory that reflects the
way the mind processes information. John Sweller explained the brain’s cognitive
architecture as he introduced this theory in 1991. As learning occurs, information is held
in the working memory until it has been processed to pass into the long-term memory.
The working memory is vulnerable to overload and has a small capacity. If the resources
of the working memory are exceeded, information will not process through to the long
term memory and the learning will be ineffective. Cognitive load is the amount of
cognitive processing the working memory tries to manage at one time (Sweller, Van
Merrienboer, & Paas, 1998).
In further explanation of cognitive load, Sweller asserts there are three types of
cognitive load: (1) extraneous cognitive load, (2) intrinsic cognitive load, and (3)
germane cognitive load. Intrinsic cognitive load refers to the demand new learning and
instruction can have on a learner, depending on the intrinsic qualities of the new
information. As this type of cognitive load is intrinsically created, it cannot be controlled
by an instructor and is difficult to eliminate. Extraneous cognitive load can be controlled
by instructional designers as it is produced by the demands put on a learner by the
instructor. The manner in which the learning task is presented to a learner can increase or
decrease cognitive load. Ineffective instruction and methods can lead to unnecessary
distractions and make a task more complex than it needs to be. Germane cognitive load is
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produced by the processing, construction, and retention of schemas (Paas, Renkl, &
Sweller, 2004). “A schema is a cognitive construct that organizes the elements of
information according to the manner with which they will be dealt” (Sweller, 1994, p.
296).
The goal of an instructional designer should be to reduce extraneous cognitive
load in order to free up working memory (Paas, Renkl, & Sweller, 2004). Sweller
explained that elements of instruction that make learning unnecessarily complex or
distracting from information being presented increase a learner’s cognitive load as they
process information into the working memory. This results in a higher cognitive load,
making learning less effective (Sweller, 1988). By understanding the principles behind
cognitive load theory, instructional designers can optimize the way information is
presented to learners. This theory inspired and framed my research study of students with
ADHD as the focus participants. Studies have shown that this special population of
readers struggles with focus, attention span, and memory compared to typical learners.
The review of the literature in this study notes several barriers to learning when readers
interact with text on a digital device. As readers with ADHD have an increased cognitive
load in reading when struggling to focus and attend to text on a page, would they
experience an even greater load when reading from a digital device? Sweller (1994)
asserted that “two tasks may appear to have roughly similar amounts of information but
differ enormously in the effort required to achieve mastery” (p.286).
The abovementioned theories combined with relevant literature shaped the
framework from which this inquiry was developed and analyzed. In the following
chapter, procedures for the study design and analysis process are presented.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY
Research Design
The design for this research study followed the protocol of a single-case,
embedded design with a linear-analytic structure. An embedded design examines
multiple units of analysis within the same study. Linear-analytic structure, explained by
Yin (2014), is a standard approach in framing research studies. A sequence of subtopics
is designed around the research question, or problem being studied. These subtopics
proceed to “cover the methods used, the data collected, and the data analysis and
findings, ending with conclusions and their implications for the original issue or problem
that had been studied” (p. 188).

Case Study
This case study examined the differential effects of digital and print text on
reading comprehension in students diagnosed with ADHD. The actions of each
participant will also be analyzed in an effort to compare and contrast reading behaviors of
students with ADHD as they interact with digital and print text.
Case study design has been thoroughly explored by three distinguished
methodologists, Merriam (1998), Stake (1995), and Yin (2014). These three scholars
agree that a sound plan design, strong data collection, and fair, appropriate interpretation
of the data is the essential foundation to the success of a case study. Following a case
study design for qualitative research can be just as systematic as a quantitative research
design. As with any research method, the quality of a valid and comprehensive study
comes from rigor in the method. Stake (1995) further explained this research design.
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“The real business of case study is particularization, not generalization. We take a
particular case and come to know it well, not primarily as to how it is different from
others but what it is, what it does. There is an emphasis on uniqueness.” (p. 8).
Yin (2014) asserts that a case study is an effective choice for a researcher seeking
to answer “how” and “why” questions. This research method is an “empirical inquiry that
investigates a contemporary, social phenomenon (the “case”) in depth and within its realworld context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context may not
be clearly evident” (p.16). Yin goes on to explain that a case study is also a design
particularly suited to situations where relevant behaviors are not manipulated by the
research and a full variety of evidence is available and accessible.
Yin (2014) outlined a two-part definition of the case study research method to
authenticate it as a comprehensive research strategy. Table 3.1 illustrates each part of
Yin’s definition and how this study fulfills the characteristics of the case study method.
Table 3.1
Case Study Definition Applied to Current Study
Yin’s Definition of a Case Study as a
Research Method
1. A case study is an empirical inquiry that

Current Case Study’s Application
of the Definition

“investigates a contemporary phenomenon
in depth and within its real-life context

The current phenomenon for this case
study is comprehension and behaviors of
students with ADHD as they interact with
digital and print text.

2. The case study inquiry
“copes with the technically distinctive
situation in which there will be many more
variables of interest than data points…
“relies on multiple sources of evidence,
with data needing to converge in a
triangulating fashion…
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Multiple variables include the reading
level, diagnosis, reading device, and age of
participants.
Sources of evidence will be comprised
primarily of data collected primary
researcher. These sources will come from
observations, interviews, and formative
assessments.

Table 3.1 (continued)
“benefits from the prior development of
theoretical propositions to guide data
collection and analysis.”
(Yin, 2014, pp. 16-17)

Two major theories that will guide this case
study are Cognitive Load Theory and
Transactional Theory.

Single-Case, Embedded Design
Yin (2014) explained that a single-case design should be used when the study will
examine one set of contextual conditions. For this study, a reading student diagnosed
with ADHD in a classroom setting represents one contextual condition. According to
Yin, a case study analysis can either be holistic or embedded, depending on the unit(s) of
analysis for the study. An embedded case study encompasses multiple units of analysis in
the same study (p. 50). This study included embedded units of analysis, both qualitative
and quantitative. All variables, such as classroom instructor, session length, and setting
were identical across sessions.
Yin (2014) proposed three principles of rigorous data collection using the case
study design: (1) using multiple sources of evidence, (2) creating a case study database,
and (3) maintaining a chain of evidence. As noted, the use of multiple sources of data
enables the researcher to encompass a more comprehensive range of findings and further
inquiry. These data are the essential to develop converging lines of inquiry through the
process of triangulation. The use of a case study database enables the researcher to
organize and maintain raw data while it also strengthens the reliability of a case study.
Throughout this study, I methodically followed these three principles, resulting in a
comprehensive chain of evidence for data analysis.
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Research Questions
To refresh, for the reader, the main research question for this study was: (1) What
are the differential effects between digital text and traditional print text on reading
comprehension of literary texts for fourth grade students with ADHD? A secondary
question was: (2) What are the differential effects between digital text and traditional
print text on observable on and off-task reading behaviors of fourth grade students with
ADHD?

Participants
In an empirical review of the literature examining the effects of reading digital
and print texts on reading comprehension, Singer and Alexander (2017) noted that the
majority of the studies analyzed were conducted with college-aged students. This gap in
the research informed my decision to examine how elementary-aged students interact
with and respond to reading digital text as compared to traditional print text. Five fourth
grade students between the ages of nine and ten were the focus of this inquiry. Gender
and ethnic background were not considered as a criterion for this study. Though gender
identification is present in the narrative and data of this study, student names are
concealed by pseudonyms. An IRB expedited application was submitted and approved by
the University of Kentucky Office of Research Integrity, IRB # 48671 (see Appendix A).
The primary criteria required to qualify as a participant in this study was met as
each student held a medical diagnosis of ADHD, which then categorized them
collectively as a population of special needs learners. Infinite Campus (IC) is a student
information system used by the school district in this study to manage student records
which indicate specific medical information regarding a student, as well as their current
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age. With permissions, the primary researcher used this system to identify and list
potential study candidates.
A second inclusion criteria required that each participant in the study be an ongrade level reader. Students’ individual reading level was determined from reports
generated by their most recent Reading Inventory (RI). The RI is a research-based
assessment utilized across the country in school settings to measure reading
comprehension, published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. The RI assessment determines
an individual's Lexile level. This level represents a student’s reading ability. A Lexile
score between 750L-850L is considered to be on grade-level for an end of the year fourth
grader. The participant scores, noted in chapter 4, were recent at the time the study.
Research was gathered in and the RI had been administered the month before in April.
It should be noted that one of the participants, Philip, displayed off-task behaviors
more frequently than the other subjects comparatively. However, as Stake (1995) noted,
“The real business of case study is particularization, not generalization. We take a
particular case and come to know it well, not primarily as to how it is different from
others but what it is, what it does. There is an emphasis on uniqueness.” (p. 8). The
uniqueness of Philip’s data contributions added to a variety of evidence pertinent to an
authentic presentation of real-world findings. Knowing this, I allowed certain off-task
behaviors to play out where one would normally intervene for classroom management. I
wanted to investigate the full extent of his ADHD symptoms and how they related to his
reading experience. During two sessions when his off-task behaviors became distracting
to others around him, Philip sat at an individual desk instead of in a group setting
(described in more detail below).
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Setting
As case study methodology frames research in a real-world context, data for this
study were collected from observations, interviews, and assessments conducted in an
authentic learning environment in a general education, English language arts (ELA)
classroom of twenty-eight fourth grade students of mixed ability, race, and gender. This
Title 1 public elementary school, located in a rural setting of the southwest region of the
United States, serves approximately 700 students enrolled in preschool through sixth
grade. The five study participants were enrolled at this school for the entirety of their
fourth-grade year.
The study students rotated to three separate content-area classrooms each day for
learning and instruction. Per the usual classroom design and norm, students sat in an
individual, traditional wooden desk pushed together with five other desks to form a
rectangular shaped group. A separate learning space was available, and utilized, if the
group setting became too much of a distraction. The design of this study requires reading
of literary passages and completion of a formative assessment to measure comprehension.
As this was the ELA classroom, students were observed in their normal space for literacy
work and learning. During the sessions for this study, other classmates not identified as
participants were also completing activities identical to those of the participants. General
rules and classroom procedures were established and followed.
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Available Resources
Lexile Levels
Passages for this study were considered to be on grade level according to their
assigned Lexile score. This text measurement score is based on the same framework from
which individual student reading ability scores were determined. The Lexile® Framework
for Reading was created to measure both the reading ability of a student and text
complexity of any reading material, using the same developmental scale. An individual
reader Lexile score can be determined by assessments such as the aforementioned RI or
state standardized tests. A Lexile text score is determined based on elements of the
narrative material, such as vocabulary and complexity. The purpose of this framework is
to match readers with texts on a comfortable, yet still challenging independent reading
level. The Lexile score of a fourth-grade leveled passage should be between 650L-850L
(MetaMetrics, Inc., 2020). Matching Lexile scores of readers to texts reflects an
application of Vygotsky’s (1978) concept of finding a learner’s Zone of Proximal
Development (ZPD). The ZPD is defined as, “the distance between the actual
developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of
potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in
collaboration with more capable peers” (Vygotsky, 1978, p.86).

Print Text
For the purpose of this study, “print text” refers to static, linear text created with
ink on paper material that is bound in some fashion, traditionally found in books,
periodicals, and newspapers. Narrative passages for the print text condition were chosen
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from the magazine Storyworks published by Scholastic Publishing Company
(Storyworks®, 2018). This magazine, published monthly, contains passages from
multiple literary genres throughout 32 pages of reading material. The text framework on
each page measures 24”x19” and is printed in black ink with colorful pictures and
illustrations surrounding the passages. Class sets of these magazines were available, so
each student read from an individual copy.
I selected ten fictional stories featured in Storyworks over the past eight years.
Each story was 4-5 pages in length and contained enough content for the construction of
meaningful comprehension of the main character’s change over time, plot elements, and
setting (see Appendix A). These texts were considered fresh reads for each student as this
publication is only available to educators with a subscription and students did not have
access to the passages digitally without a password from the teacher. The Lexile level of
the stories ranged from 550-610.
In choosing these stories, I reviewed the content of all past issues on the
publication’s website (see Appendix B). In an effort to select passages that were similar
in content and structure, I searched for texts that were labeled as “fiction” that also
focused on the reading skill of “characterization”. All passages are categorized by genre
and specific reading standards. Each month, publishers of the magazine choose a
different reading standard to focus on through the inclusion of selected content. For
example, all the stories I chose follow a plot formula in which the main character is
dealing with a frustrating, personal problem at the beginning of the story. The solution is
eventually discovered through a learning experience that changes the opinion and/or
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feeling of that character as an important life lesson is learned (see Appendix C for a
summary of each story).

Digital Text
Bodmann and Robinson (2004) described reading digitally as the act of reading
traditional texts that are simply delivered via hypermedia with few enhancements.
According to Sahin (2011), “screen reading” occurs when texts are “transferred onto
computerized pages and published by means of computers” (p. 94). For the purposes of
this study, the term “digital text” will be used to describe text read from a screen,
specifically an iPad tablet screen. The monthly Storyworks magazine that is delivered as a
class set each month can also be found digitally online on Scholastic’s website. Here, the
stories found in each month’s magazine are also in digital format and are password
protected for student and teacher subscribers. Each passage found in the digital format is
an identical replication of the print text in regard to color, pictures, font, spacing, and
content (see Figure 3.1). Each narrative passage was also four pages in length on the iPad
screen, which required the student to scroll with their finger on the screen in order to read
through the story in its entirety in the digital text condition of the study. With the print
magazine open, a reader can view two pages at once while on the iPad, a student could
only see one page at a time.
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Figure 3.1
Digital and Print Version of Storyworks © 2017 Scholastic Inc
Digital

Print

iPad.
An Apple iPad 2, 2nd generation, protected with an Otterbox case was used for the
digital text condition in the study. This version of the iPad has 1024 x 768 pixels, a 9.7”
diagonal LED-backlit screen, and weighs 1.33 pounds. These iPads have the capability to
lock a screen on either portrait or landscape orientation. For this study, the screen was
locked on the portrait mode to more closely simulate the orientation of the print text
condition with the magazine. The biggest difference between the digital and print text
conditions was found in the ability to manipulate the size of the text. On the iPad, readers
could zoom in or out with their fingers to enlarge or minimize the passage on the screen.
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Procedures
This study examined the differential effects of digital and print text (independent
variables) on reading comprehension (dependent variable) using a case study design. In
each condition (digital and print) students read a four-to five-page, grade level literary
text. When they were finished reading, participants completed a brief assessment with
one short answer and four fill-in-the blank questions measuring their comprehension
regarding the story’s characters, plots, and settings. A secondary dependent variable
measured in this study was on and off-task reading behaviors observed as students read in
each condition. In order to thoroughly document all observable behaviors, students were
video recorded during each session. This allowed for comprehensive field notes on the
individual student data portfolio in the study database.

Pre-Assessment Screening Procedures for Students: Prior to Data Collection
ELA state standards, guiding learning and instruction, require students on a
fourth-grade level to analyze and describe a character’s traits, motivations, and actions in
literary text. This is one of the many higher-order cognitive processes required for
effective story comprehension. Proficient readers are aware of the goals and motivations
of a character in the story and can note the causal factors associated with these
connections. Recognizing these goal-based events assist in building the structure of a
story (Flory, 2006; Lorch et al., 2010). Children diagnosed with ADHD experience
difficulties making causal connections between events and characters (Lorch et al., 2010).
Prior to data collection in this study, all participants completed a pre-assessment
determining their proficiencies in identifying and analyzing characters, plots, and
settings. This data determined that all participants mastered the underpinning skills
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required to successfully comprehend the stories presented in the study and answer the
comprehension questions on the reading measurement.
The study pre-assessment data were collected from two sources. First, StudyIsland
is an online academic software program utilizing standards-based assessments and
individualized instruction in various content areas, including ELA. Through this program,
participants reviewed the lessons and succeeded on the assessments measuring
proficiency for the reading standards (a) characters and character traits, (b) plot, (c)
setting with a score of 80% or higher before the data collection of this study as recorded
by the ELA teacher. Secondly, classroom unit post-assessment data collected from a
traditional benchmark measurement from a written test was reviewed for proficiency in
these key reading skills.
A second screening process occurred before data collection began in order to
determine each participants’ knowledge of how use an iPad as it pertains to the process of
this. Each participant proved to be proficient in using the iPad based on this data. This
measure was taken to ensure any errors in the comprehension measurement were not
from a lack of understanding how to navigate the iPad. For the purposes of this study,
students were asked to locate an icon for the internet, navigate to the website where the
stories were found, and locate a specific story to open and read. Students received help in
this task as needed during the study. Students also proved to have prior knowledge on
how to manipulate the size of the page on the screen and navigate from one page to the
next independently. Proficiency with these skills was assessed using an iPad proficiency
checklist (see Appendix D).
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Data Collection Procedures
Data collection occurred in a typical classroom setting and time normally used for
literacy instruction. The study analyzed the effects of two conditions: (1) print text and
(2) digital text on reading comprehension and behaviors. Each condition was studied
across five alternations, with a total of ten sessions overall for each participant. The
sequence of the conditions was randomized by “digital” and “print text” using an online
randomizer tool to control for possible carryover effects. This created the order in which
each participant would read from the two conditions. Each session was counterbalanced
across days to detect for effects of time of day. Due to the schedule already in place, the
difference between the two available times each day was typically 75 minutes. Therefore,
I did not comparatively examine the reading comprehension and behaviors regarding
morning and afternoon sessions. Two sessions occurred in one day on four different
occasions. This distinct difference in time of day was noted in the field notebook.
Directives. Students were instructed to read the assigned story, presented on the
white board also for reference, from their iPad or magazine. The teacher explained that
when reading from the iPad, students were not to navigate to any other websites or
applications during this assignment. I explained during the introduction of each lesson
that a short, written assessment asking questions about the characters, plot, and setting
would be presented upon completion of their individual reading time. Students were
encouraged to refer to the text when answering the comprehension questions. Participants
did not receive feedback on their responses or additional instruction on these skills to
control for a carryover effect. Each session was limited by the time allotted in the regular
classroom schedule, which in this case was 70 min. All participants were able to
complete the reading and assessment during this time for each session with the exception
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of Philip. This occurred on days he was struggling with behavior and attention issues the
most. I asked him each time if he wanted additional time to complete this assessment and
he declined.
Participants in both conditions were instructed to read each story silently at their
desk once and to raise their hand when finished reading. They were then handed the
assessment (described under the comprehension measurement section below in this
chapter) and were instructed to start answering the comprehension questions on the piece
of paper with the space to scribe their answer. All students in the classroom completed
these same tasks following identical procedures. Though the reading of narrative stories
on an iPad in the classroom setting was a new activity for these participants, the
instruction for these seven days of the study was designed to ensure half of the class was
also reading the story in a digital format (others the print text) as to not single out the
participants.
Print Text Condition. Participants were presented with a copy of the Storyworks
magazine containing the narrative story assigned for that session. Students sat at their
desk and were instructed to read the four-page story only once. If a student turned to
other parts of the magazine for more than 30 seconds, verbal redirection occurred quietly
by the instructor with proximity control. When this task was completed, students raised
their hand signaling they had completed the reading. The comprehension assessment was
delivered to their desk by the instructor. As directed, students read the questions on the
designated paper and scribed their answer in the spaces provided. Upon completion of
this task, students raised their hand and the instructor collected the assessment to score.
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Digital Text Condition. The digital text condition was identical to the print text
condition, with a few exceptions (see Figure 3.2). Participants in this condition were
given an iPad to read from. The instructor guided each student in navigating to the
assigned literary story on the Storyworks website. The screen was locked prior to handing
out the iPads to control for students manipulating the technology allowing the screen to
go from portrait to landscape mode. The students were permitted to ask for assistance if
the screen containing the text was purposefully or accidentally minimized. This occurred
in one session and was noted on the student data notes and was not considered as an offtask behavior. The remaining tasks in these sessions were identical to those in the print
text condition.
Figure 3.2
Two Conditions of the Study
Digital Text Condition

Print Text Condition

Procedural Fidelity. Procedural fidelity was monitored by myself and the NBCT
teacher assisting as we each individually utilized the checklist to note procedures were
followed as planned and recorded this information four times for each participant,
equaling 40% of their session time (see Appendix L).
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Data Sources
Yin (2014) identified six sources of evidence for case studies: documents;
archival records; interviews, which he further distinguished as either in-depth interviews
or focused interviews; direct observation; participant-observation; and physical artifacts
(p. 105).
Multiple sources of evidence were collected in this case study. Data from
interviews, observations, and a comprehension measurement were collected to conduct
ongoing analyses of the participants and their performance in an effort to construct
converging lines of inquiry. Yin (2014) described converging lines of inquiry as a
“process of triangulation and corroboration” (p.120) that is made possible by collecting
data from multiple sources. A student portfolio was maintained for each participant
which included individual observation notes, interview responses, comprehension scores,
and an assessment analysis. A field notebook was kept throughout the study to keep a log
of narrative data regarding daily notes, emerging understandings, and special issues.
These notes were later converted into a digital format to become part of the study
database. A quantitative database was maintained in an Excel document which was used
for visual analysis to easily identify data patterns and trends, as well to create figures and
tables used for analysis and reporting.

Interviews
The art of inquiry is at the heart of case study method research. “Interviewing is a
common means of collecting qualitative data…including asking good questions,
beginning the interview, recording and evaluating interview data, and the nature of the
interaction between interviewer and respondent” (Merriam, 1998, p.71). Interviewing
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provides a wealth of information and should follow a formal protocol with an awareness
that “specific information that may become relevant to a case study is not readily
predictable” (Yin, 2014, p. 73). Stake (1995) asserted that “the interview is the main road
to multiple realities” (p. 64). Merriam (1998) noted that qualitative techniques for
conducting interviews are less structured and more open ended, allowing the individual
respondents to defend the world as they see it in a unique way. Parts of an interview
might be highly structured when specific information is desired, but typically a
qualitative research interview is guided by questions or issues that need to be explored
and exact wording of the question or the order of the questions is not important.
“The purpose, for the most part, is not to get simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answers but
description of an episode, a linkage, and explanation. Formulating the questions
and anticipating probes that evoke good response is a special art”. This requires a
researcher to have “strong advance plan” in written interview questions before
meeting with a respondent (Stake, 1995, p.65).
Pre-Study Student Interview: Perceptions & Prior Experience with Print and
Digital Text. Several of the reviewed studies in this proposal included questionnaires and
surveys intended to measure students’ preferences and experiences with digital devices.
In an effort to know more about my participant’s perceptions, prior experiences, and
opinions with reading print and digital text, an interview with ten open-ended questions
was conducted with each student prior to the beginning of the reading sessions.
Participants at this age generally offer more insightful and comprehensive information
when sharing verbally, thus I chose an interview as opposed to a written questionnaire or
survey. The interview took between 4-6 minutes during an end of class “down time”
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provided for all students. Participants met with me individually in an unoccupied
classroom next door. This conversation was recorded, coded, and later transcribed,
written in question order, as it was included in the student data portfolio for qualitative
analysis (see Appendix E).
The first four interview questions were created to gain knowledge of each student
as a reader through self-reflective analysis. My purpose for including questions six
through ten was to determine a baseline for each student’s personal expertise with and
opinions on reading from digital and print text in order to analyze, compare, and contrast
experiences and prior knowledge. For example, the fifth question framed the inquiry
within a real-world setting as this can often evoke a more genuine answer from
elementary-aged students than straightforward questioning. Question six helped me
explore what experience these five students has with reading from a screen prior to the
observations. Though these “digital natives” are assumed to have familiarity with and
exposure to reading from a digital device, the level and perception of this reading
experience cannot be ascertained without insight from the students. Question nine of the
interview provided insight into the level and amount of experience these five students
have with reading from a screen and their personal preferences. Determining a
participant’s personal connection and reality with these mediums was a vital contributing
factor in ongoing data analysis. As Yin (2014) described, this information would
contribute to converging lines of inquiry for the “process of triangulation and
corroboration” (p. 120).
To ensure clarity, I began by explaining that “screen reading” occurs when
someone reads from a screen on a smartphone, iPad, laptop, and other devices like that as
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opposed to on paper in a book or magazine. Probing questions were allowed to prompt
for more information if deemed necessary (see Appendix F for interview summary table).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Do you prefer to read fiction or non-fiction? (read or fake) why?
What do you like to read about?
What gives you problems when you read?
What are you best at in reading?
If gave you 30 dollars to spend at a store full of electronics and books, what
would you buy?
6. Tell me about different things you read from a screen.
7. Where are you when you read this?
8. What was you purpose when you read these texts? (Why did you read them?)
9. What do you like the most about reading from a screen?
10. What do you like the most about reading from a book?
After conducting these interviews, I listened to each recording and created a
transcript for each participant and used that document for coding and analysis. I read
these narratives several times across the time span of a few days to identify significant
information, issues regarding the nature of the study, and patterns of interest that could be
categorized and possibly defined as a theme of the interviews using a coding system. The
emerging themes from this process are noted in Appendix G. This information later
became part of a collective coding system in determining and synthesizing themes across
all three data sources in the study. I comparatively analyzed their self-reported prior
experiences with behaviors from the observations. I also noted information that was
specific to just digital text to compile in more comprehensive comparison of the two
mediums in the case study field notes.
Post Interview. My intention with the post-interview questions was to gain
insight and understanding of the cognitive processes of each participant’s experience with
both print conditions. A second purpose for these questions was to gather information
from an elementary student’s perspective to inform future similar research. Per my
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proposed design, I was going to conduct this interview with each participant after each
session. I made the decision to discontinue the administration of this post-interview based
on the first post-interview with each participant after their first session. The participants’
responses were not articulate enough to provide any useful or significant information.
Consequently, this information was excluded from my findings. Sample participant
answers are provided below to further demonstrate the issue with these data.
1. What did you like best about reading from the magazine/iPad? Answers
included words such as “instead of doing it on the internet; nothing; nothing
really.”
2. How did you find your answers? Four of the five students answered with the
sentence often required by ELA teachers, “I looked back in the text.”
3. Did anything distract you today when you were trying to read and find your
answers? “Um, not really; no; nope.”
Comprehension Measurement
To assess comprehension, participants responded to a series of five questions
immediately after each reading across all sessions. Questions were given on paper with
space provided to record answers. A total of ten formative assessments were created to
measure participants’ comprehension of each story. Each assessment consisted of four
fill-in-the-blank questions and one short answer that were similar in structure and length.
For the purposes of this study, written short answers were used in order to omit the
probability of scoring an answer correctly based on a guess, which can occur with a
multiple-choice test format.
Fill-In-The-Blank. As noted, the literary stories used for this study all followed a
similar plot structure which allowed similarities in structure and content to also occur in
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the assessment questions (see Appendix H). Each story contained a distinct main
character, plot, and setting; therefore, every story assessment set contained a question
regarding each of these story elements. Questions were included in a randomized order
on each assessment. For example, the question regarding the setting of the story was not
always the first question. The publisher of Storyworks provides a quiz for each main
passage in the magazine which includes multiple-choice and constructed response items.
The questions for this study’s comprehension tool were created based off these multiplechoice questions, minus the answer choices, provided by this national publisher in an
effort to include a quality, reliable assessment. All questions were text-dependent,
meaning they would require a student to refer to specific information in the story for
support to answer correctly.
The context of each question was carefully considered as I wanted to evaluate
different levels of comprehension to further inform the findings of this study. The process
of meaning making while reading occurs through the analysis and comprehension of
explicit and implicit information. Explicit questions require only recall of important story
information and the answer is clearly right or wrong. Implicit questions require a reader
to infer using clues from a story. This information is usually not expressly stated in a text
and requires higher level processing skills. As demonstrated in Appendix H, I identified
the comprehension standard each question assesses (character development, setting, plot,
or character development). This helped to inform a more specific and in-depth analysis of
each participant’s reading comprehension performance as I comparatively evaluated how
each student responded to the different levels of questioning while reading digitally and
in print sessions.
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In an effort to maintain conformity across sessions, I used similar question stems
in each assessment. A question stem guides the reader to use explicit or implicit
information while forming a response. Questions about the setting of the stories required
the students to locate simple, explicit details about one distinct point in time within the
text. Overall, there were 13 similar questions concerning the setting of the story using
stems with the word “where” in the beginning. Question examples include:
•

Where did … live before…?

•

Where is … going at the end of the story?

•

Where was … when…occurred?

When asked to locate and reference information about the plot of the story, students
needed to find explicit details to correctly form a response. In considering the nuances of
these inquiries, this level of explicit information is slightly more challenging than that of
the setting questions. The thinking process requires a reader to locate and connect small
details of information in two distinct points in time within the story. Consider the
question, “What happened just after the party?” A reader must first locate the specific
point in the story where the party occurred. The next thought would require one to also
look at the following sentences to extract the correct detail from the story to answer the
question. Students were asked about the plot of a story 15 times across all sessions
following question stems that included:
•

After…what does…do?

•

When did…begin…?

•

What did…do just before…?
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Questions regarding the main character of a story required a student to read with the
purpose of analyzing mostly implicit details regarding cause and effect sequences
associated with the main character. This type of question necessitates a higher order
thinking process than locating specific information in the passage about the setting or plot
as a reader must construct meaning from relevant information in the story to form a basic
inference. Throughout all assessments, there were 12 questions concerning the main
character of the story using stems with the word “why”. Question examples include:
•

Why did…give…to…?

•

Why did…like to …?

•

Why did …want to…?

In Chapter Four as I share the findings of the data collection, each participant’s
reading performance was analyzed according to these sub-categories of comprehension.
Their overall comprehension mean is noted, as well as a proficiency level for each
question/standard level regarding the setting, plot, and character.
Short Answer. The short answer question on each assessment was included to assess
the student’s ability to think analytically regarding the main character in the story.
“Explain two ways the main character changes from the beginning of the story to the end.
Use details from the text to support your answer.” To answer this question correctly,
students would have to utilize higher order thinking skills to infer important information
about the character’s motivations and internal struggles as a problem is solved.
The short-answer response was scored using the short answer rubric from a
standardized state ELA assessment (see Appendix I). Each fill-in-the-blank answer was
worth one point and the short answer scored on a 0-2 point scale. A score of 0 was
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recorded if the participant left the answer blank. The maximum number of points possible
on the assessment was 6. This number was converted to a percentage, with 100% being
the highest possible score. All comprehension scores were recorded in the Excel database
for quantitative analysis and on the individual student portfolio document. An assessment
analysis was also included in the student data portfolio for qualitative analysis (see
Appendix E).
Inter-Rater Agreement. An ELA National Board-Certified teacher collected
inter-rater agreement with the instructor for these scores after every session. Once the
students completed the assessments, I made copies of the answer sheets. We each took
one to score independent of each other and then used these scores for a comparable
analysis. I took the number of agreements and divided by the number of agreements plus
disagreements. I counted the number of scores in agreement and then the number of
scores and divided the total by the number of agreements. This number was converted to
a percentage. The agreement percentage was 90% or above for each participant’s score
across all sessions (see Appendix J).

Observations
Merriam (1998) reminded researchers that observational data collection is a
complex task. An observer needs to know how to correctly enter data based on
observations and include information most directly related to the research topic. It is also
important to record the dialogue and interactions of people, descriptions, and observer
comments. “Qualitative researchers are noninterventionists. They try to see what would
happen had they not been there” (p. 44). Yin’s (2014) focus on the skills necessary for a
high-quality case study includes being a good listener. This is critical as a researcher is
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assimilating large amounts of information, observing body language and voice
inflections, while not allowing bias in field notes. This thinking parallels Merriam and
Stake’s thoughts on quality observations. “We emphasize placing an interpreter in the
field to observe the workings of the case, one who records objectively what is happening
but simultaneously examines its meaning and redirects observation to refine or
substantiate those meanings” (Stake, 1995, p.8-9).
Direct observation data were collected with the focus phenomenon being the
physical behaviors of each participant as they engaged in the reading sessions of this
study. My goal was to observe their behaviors with each text medium and to what extent,
if any, these behaviors varied for comparative purposes. Reading behaviors can range
from subtle to extreme. They include everything a student does while engaged in the
reading process. With the video zoomed in to frame the participant closely as they read, I
was able to note subtle behaviors such as tapping the iPad with a finger. I also noted
extreme behaviors with descriptive details for analysis purposes as evidenced when I
logged, “Tim was holding the iPad above the desk, with motions that would suggest he
was pretending it was a steering wheel.” I used one iPad to video record the sessions,
therefore my perspective of the behaviors was limited to a side view of each student
while reading as demonstrated in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3
Recorded Observation View

The video recordings of each session were used to ascertain observed student
behaviors. As the video played, behaviors of the participant were written in the field
notebook with space beside each transcription for coding and analysis notes. Any
behavior that occurred outside of the student sitting in the chair with focus of the gaze on
the text was recorded. Behavior notes were transcribed in a field notebook and then
entered into a digital format for organization, coding, and analysis. For data analysis
categories, these behaviors were later classified as being “on-task” or “off-task.”
One of the benefits of using a video recording is the time it affords for critical
review and notetaking. I was able to pause the video as needed to ensure my notes were
precise and accurately described the scene on the video screen. I watched these videos a
second time later in the data analysis phase of the study for the purpose of recording the
time intervals each off-task behavior began and ended. This was noted according to the
timestamp on the iPad recording. For example, I logged 1:34-2:00 for a behavior that
started at the one-minute and thirty-four second time mark and ended at the two-minute
time mark. Qualitative and quantitative data were collected and entered into the case
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study database on each participant’s data portfolio log. Quantitative data gathered from
the observations included the tallied totals and percentages of each type of off-task
behavior, the number of minutes each student spent in the reading session, the total
seconds the student was off-task which was calculated into the percentage of this time
off-task in each session for each participant
On-Task Behaviors. On-task behaviors in this study refer to “the student
actively or passively attending to instruction or assigned work and the absence of off-task
behavior during the observed interval” (Amato-Zich et al., 2006, p. 213). Determining if
a student is on-task, even if their gaze is on the text, can be subjective. The process of
comprehension while reading occurs in the mind, so knowing with certainty if a
participant was on-task and mentally engaging with the text was not possible through
direct observation. Noting behaviors that would allow for this engagement further
informed the data analysis phase of the study.
Off-Task Behaviors. Operationalizing the definition of this term for the current
study design was derived from the research and literature as this provided descriptive
details for classifying the different types of off-task behaviors observed in the classroom.
Off-Task behavior occurs when a student’s gaze is anywhere other than the direction of
relevant instructional materials or the instructor (Godwin et al., 2016). The definition of
off-task behaviors in this study is framed by the visual attention of a participant.
Therefore, the first classification phase of the behaviors was based on the direction of the
student’s gaze as the only directive given during the observation time was to read the
story. When a student’s behavior was regarded as offtask, an X was marked next to the
descriptive field note. These behaviors were then classified and coded into four distinct
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categories modeled after the work of Goodwin et al., (2016) in their large-scale
observational study analyzing the off-task behaviors of elementary-aged students. Table
3.2 summarizes each coded behavior category and their descriptive qualities. The
percentage of each type of off-task behavior per student was used to further explore these
specific behaviors and how they presented within the individual participants
comparatively while reading digitally or from print text.
Table 3.2
Types of Off-Task Behaviors (Goodwin et al., 2016)

Term

Defined

Example

Resource distraction

Inappropriate use of objects that Looking at other stories in
were a part of the assigned task the magazine; tapping the
iPad as if it were a drum

Environmental
distraction

Interacting with or looking at
any object in the classroom that
was not related to the task at
hand

Looking at the wall or
ceiling; picking up an eraser
off the floor

Peer distraction

Interacting with or looking at
another student when not
directed to do so

Talking to or showing a
neighboring student a
picture in the magazine

Self-distraction

Engagement with something on
the child’s own body or
episodes when a child would
close their eyes

Playing with shirt or shoes;
blinking excessively;
rocking back and forth in
the chair
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Data Management
Case Study Database
In case study research, measurement results, observation notes, interview
responses, and case study field notes should be maintained in a case study database. This
is an important component of the case study design to increase the reliability of the study
and results as it allows “a critical reader no recourse for inspecting the raw data that led
to a case study’s conclusions, because the narrative in the case study report was
commingled with the author’s interpretations of the data (Yin, p. 123, 2014). Throughout
the study, quantitative data collected from comprehension scores and time measures of
off-task behaviors were recorded digitally into an Excel database (see Appendix K).
Other narrative data from field and observation notes were recorded into a notebook and
later transcribed to a Microsoft Word document for greater readability and organization
during the coding and data analysis processes.
Participant Portfolio. In my original study design, I created a student data sheet
on which to include notes, scores, and observation information for the case study
database. As I began the real-time data collection and proceeded to enter it on the created
data sheet, I realized the organization of the document was not conducive for analysis and
coding purposes. Based on the data I collected in the first session, I redesigned the
student data sheet to become what is now referred to as the participant portfolio. The
amount of data from varying sources were comprehensive and better organized and
structured for clarity and readability on this revised document to be referred to during
analysis and data reporting phases of this study.
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This portfolio included all quantitative and qualitative data information for each
participant across all sessions. I adjusted spacing and fonts in an effort to include all
student data for one session on one page, with the exception of the transcribed interview.
This made it easier to analyze the converging lines of inquiry and triangulate data for a
more comprehensive understanding of findings (see Appendix K for student data
portfolio examples).
Chain of Evidence. These processes were designed to create and maintain a
chain of evidence (see Figure 3.4) from which an external observer or reader could
recreate the study design and data collection in either direction (from research questions
to conclusion, or vice versa). This led to greater construct validity and a higher quality
case study (Yin, 2014).
Figure 3.4
Chain of Evidence Depicted for Case Study Research (Yin, 2014, p. 128)

Case Study Report
Case Study Database

Citations to Specific Evidentiary Sources in the Case Study Database

Case Study Protocol (linking questions to protocol topics)

Case Study Questions
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Data Analysis
After all data were collected and organized, I began the coding process to
discover emerging themes throughout the quantitative and qualitative data. “Historically,
data analysis in qualitative research has been something like a mysterious
metamorphosis. The investigator retreated with the data, applied his or her analytic
powers, and emerged butterfly-like with ‘findings’” (Merriam, 1998, p. 156). Levels of
this data analysis included construction of categories, naming the categories and subcategories, and developing systems for placing the data into themes. Through this process
of data analysis, I reflected and theorized to provide the descriptive narrative that has
been referred to as “the heart of case study” (Yin, 2014). Yin also described the analysis
of case study evidence to be the most challenging aspect of case study research. Much of
the analysis comes from and depends on the researcher’s own approach to rigorous
empirical thinking, as well as an adequate, thorough presentation of the evidence, and
“careful consideration of alternative interpretations” (p. 133).

Coding
Yin (2014) offers several suggestions for analyzing case study evidence. One
inductive approach to data analysis can be found within the grounded theory. Procedures
from this protocol require the researcher to assign codes to the data, with “each code
representing a concept or abstraction of potential interest” (p. 138). McMillan &
Schumacher (2010) added to this concept of coding, noting that researchers make
meaning of specific data that leads into categories and patterns of data. Stake (2010)
described coding as “a common feature of micro research and all qualitative analysis and
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synthesis. Coding is sorting all data sets according to topics, themes, and issues important
to the study” (p. 151).
For each source of data collected, I used colored highlighters to note patterns that
began to emerge as I analyzed the narratives and percentages in an effort to discover
meaningful connections and explanations from the detailed data (McMillan &
Schumacher, 2010). McMillan and Schumacher (2010) described this process as follows:
Pattern seeking starts with the researcher’s informed hunches about the
relationships in the data. It demands a thorough search through the data,
challenging each major hunch by looking for negative evidence and alternative
explanations. The researcher then shifts to a deductive mode of thinking-moving
back and forth among codes, categories, and tentative patterns for confirmation.
(p. 378)
I identified ways in which these patterns were related and grouped this information into
defined themes. I used the method of constant comparison in examining these themes.
McMillan and Schumacher (2010) defined constant comparison as a process “in which
the researcher is continually searching for both supporting and contrary evidence about
the meaning of the category” (p. 377). These emerging themes helped me to recognize
and evaluate the nuances of my research questions and inform my understanding of the
data. I considered how themes were related across each participant’s sessions and across
all sessions and what these commonalities might infer. This process also assisted me in
corroborating evidence to support my findings and in synthesizing this information to
make assertions.
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Visual Analysis
The numeric data gleaned from the reading comprehension measurement and offtask behavior percentages were entered into an Excel document (see Appendix K) from
which I created a line graph to represent each participant’s percentages for their progress
over time within each session for evaluative purposes. This analysis led to findings
regarding each participant's variability of off-task behaviors and comprehension changes
over each session within each condition.

Case Study Quality
Tests commonly used to establish the quality of a case study, or any empirical
research, were established in this research design. In table 3.3 I describe how this study
met the criteria for combined, strong measures of reliability and validity.
Table 3.3
Case Study Measures for Quality Design
Measure

Application

Construct validity

As suggested by Yin (2014), to control for construct
validity, I patterned operational measures after those
found in peer-reviewed studies summarized in my
review of the literature. The use of the aforementioned
multiple sources of evidence created comprehensive
converging lines of inquiry during the data collection
phase of the study. A National Board-Certified teacher
examined and validated my established chain of
evidence. The teacher also reviewed and analyzed my
interpretations of events and conclusions.

External validity

External validity refers to the extent to which the
findings of a study can be generalized to others. The
preferred strategy for generalizing case study findings
is analytic generalization (Yin, 2014), as opposed to
statistical generalization. Case study research findings
should be considered as, “an opportunity to shed
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Table 3.3 (continued)
empirical light about some theoretical concepts or
principles” (Yin, 2014, p.40). The theory used to
design a case study is “empirically enhanced by your
case study findings” (p. 41). This study was partially
framed by the Cognitive Load Theory. This type of
generalization is therefore based on “either (1)
corroborating, modifying, rejecting, or otherwise
advancing theoretical concepts that you referenced in
designing your case study or (2) new concepts arose
upon the completion of your case study” (p. 41).
Inter-rater agreement

Inter-rater agreement was utilized for the
comprehension assessment and was measured after
every session. (see Appendix J). To obtain an interrater agreement score, I counted the number of ratings
in agreement and then totaled the number of ratings
and divided the total by the number of agreements.
This was converted to a percentage and we were in
agreeance 90% of the time across all sessions. *Note:
A one-point difference on the rubric was allowed due
to the scoring of the short answer being subjective.

Internal validity

When a case study researcher infers what cannot be
directly observed, internal validity is threatened. One
method utilized to address this issue was the use of
explanation building in the analytic phase of the study
when trying to explain a phenomenon (Yin, 2014, p.
145). In the narrative of my case study report, I
reflected upon the propositions of the Cognitive Load
Theory which guided insight as I considered a causal
link between variables.

External validity

External validity refers to the extent to which the
findings of a study can be generalized to others. The
preferred strategy for generalizing case study findings
is analytic generalization (Yin, 2014), as opposed to
statistical generalization. Case study research findings
should be considered as, “an opportunity to shed
empirical light about some theoretical concepts or
principles” (Yin, 2014, p.40). The theory used to
design a case study is “empirically enhanced by your
case study findings” (p. 41). This study was partially
framed by the Cognitive Load Theory. This type of
generalization is therefore based on “either (1)
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Table 3.3 (continued)

corroborating, modifying, rejecting, or otherwise
advancing theoretical concepts that you referenced in
designing your case study or (2) new concepts arose
upon the completion of your case study” (p. 41).

Procedural fidelity

Procedural fidelity was monitored by myself and the
NBCT teacher assisting, as noted with IRA above. I
referred to the checklist for each session. The assisting
teacher also monitored the procedures of the study
throughout each session. She utilized the checklist to
note procedures were followed as planned and
recorded this information four times for each
participant, equaling 40% of their session time (see
Appendix L). Prior to the data collection, this observer
was trained to use this recording system in order for
us to achieve a consistent level of agreement. In
comparing our checklists, we were in agreeance 100%
in each comparison.

Reliability

The quality of reliability depends on the degree to
which another researcher can replicate a study,
arriving at similar findings and conclusions. Guided
by the direction of Yin (2014), I strengthened the
reliability of my case by using the case study protocol
and in the development of my case study database in
the data collection phase of the study.

Summary
This single-case, embedded case study focused on students diagnosed with
ADHD in a fourth-grade classroom as they interacted with digital and print text. Data
were collected from participant interviews, observations, and reading comprehension
formative assessments. An analysis of coded data from the observations and interviews
determined themes and patterns leading to significant findings and conclusions. My goal
for this case study was to expand the literature and examine how digital and print text
affect reading comprehension in and off-task behaviors in an effort to better inform
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elementary educators and instructional designers in constructing lessons using these two
reading mediums with consideration of the unique needs of a reader with ADHD.
In Chapter Four that follows, I present the findings for this investigation and draw
conclusions by way of summarizing those data through qualitative and quantitative
methods.
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CHAPTER 4. FINDINGS

This study was conducted using a qualitative single-case, embedded design in a
4th grade classroom. One purpose of this inquiry was to evaluate differences on reading
comprehension of literary texts for fourth-grade students with Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) when reading from digital compared to traditional print
text. A second purpose of this study was to evaluate and determine the differential effects
reading from digital and print text have on reading behaviors with these same
participants. The goal of this research was to generate a comprehensive case description
and analysis that will contribute to the evolving theories of best practice in planning
reading instruction in the digital age and to further the understanding of how students
with ADHD interact comparatively with digital and print text.
In this chapter I present the findings of the analysis of qualitative and quantitative
data collected from participant interviews, comprehension assessments, and direct
observations of students as they read from digital and print text.
Five fourth-grade students identified with ADHD were the focus subjects during
six days of analysis in the content area of reading. Interviews, observations, and
formative assessments were conducted throughout five phases of the study. Each phase
consisted of two sessions with one condition each; (1) print text and (2) digital text.
Sessions were randomized for condition and time of day. All other variables were
replicated across participants.
Ongoing data analysis continually framed the emerging narrative of each
participant’s distinctive characteristics and relevant contributions to goal of this study.
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Though all students shared a common diagnosis of ADHD, each one presented with a
range of behaviors and proficiencies specific to their unique world.

Participant 1: Tim
At the beginning of this study, Tim was a 9-year-old male considered to be
reading on-grade level with a Lexile score of 757 (a score between 750L-850L is on
grade-level for an end of the year fourth grader). His struggles with attention occasionally
affected his confidence when reading. Tim shared during his interview that a primary
problem he had when reading was having to reread sentences multiple times as he felt
like he was “reading a sentence wrong”. This self-described reading skill of “reading
sentences” is also what he perceived as a strength when he read. Tim enjoyed reading
fiction stories because “they are more fun” and non-fiction historical texts as he loved
reading about events that happened in the past.

Tim: Digital and Print Text Experience
Based on his answers, Tim has prior experiences with electronics outside of the
school setting as he has an awareness of the higher costs of technology. He chose books
when asked what he would spend a set amount of money on with the explanation, “I
don’t know what you would buy of electronic things that only cost $30.” Tim’s selfdescribed experience with reading from a screen is limited to the classroom setting,
namely only for the purpose of working on the educational web-based program, Study
Island. He did express that he thought it was easier than reading from a book because,
“you don’t have to flip through pages and go back-and-forth.” When asked to describe
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what he liked most about reading from a traditional book, Tim simply and insightfully
shared, “You can take it wherever you go, and it is how reading began.”

Reading Comprehension
Figure 4.1 summarizes Tim’s reading comprehension performance over both
conditions and all sessions. His overall responses regarding literary comprehension
throughout this study indicate a proficient understanding of the main story elements with
a mean score of 68% across all conditions. The range of time he took to read a story
across all print sessions was 12-21min and for digital sessions, 9-16 min. Tim’s mean
comprehension performance was 60% across print sessions with a rage of 17%-83% in
these scores. This 66-point difference did not represent a change over time as the
percentage dropped across three sessions and then increased back over the last two. His
performance in comprehension throughout the digital sessions showed a mean of 77%
with a fluctuation in scores opposite of those throughout the digital conditions. Here, his
comprehension scores started lower and increased over two sessions and then decreased
again, across a range of 50% -100%.
Setting. Tim’s overall comprehension performance was highest in identifying
explicit information regarding the setting of a story, with a proficiency level of 77%. In
comparing his percentage across each medium there was no difference, 50% and 50%.
Analyzing these answers comparatively, his information throughout responses in the
digital conditions tended to be more specific to the text as he used proper nouns in
referencing places, for example “Ainsley Hill” as opposed to just writing the word “on a
hill.” These text specific answers also included more details. Tim answered, “under the
slide on the playground” instead of simply, “the playground.” Throughout the correct
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answers in the print conditions, his responses were simpler, lacking in relevant details as
evidenced when he wrote “work shop” when the answer was in reference to a repair shop
or “sand degoi” when including a response about San Diego.
Plot. Tim’s mean score in demonstrating his ability to recall plot specific details
across all sessions was 60%. Again, in comparing his percentage across each medium
there was no difference, 50% and 50%. From his responses, it is apparent that Tim read
each story to its entirety in that even when responses were incorrect, the information was
still related to the story’s plot in some way. Equally in both mediums, he struggled with
questions asking the reader to tell what happened “just after” a specific time in the plot.
This type of question usually requires a reader to literally look back in the text to find the
correct detail for that point in time. Considering the two mediums comparably, Tim’s
inclusion of specific and thorough details occurred more frequently when writing about
plot specific information he read digitally. His responses regarding the plot given after
reading a story in the print version were more unique in comparison to digital condition
responses (and other participants). One answer I originally marked incorrect, but upon
further analysis realized Tim’s thought process was right. The question asked the reader
to tell what the character, Ray, did after receiving a letter. Tim wrote, “ray said he had a
terrible feeling.” Tim considered Ray having a feeling as an action whereas I was scoring
for an answer explaining how the main character, Ray, took the note home.
Character. Tim’s performance level was lower in analyzing implicit details
regarding cause and effect sequences associated with the main character, as well as
character motivation as he scored at a 50% level overall with both of these more difficult
reading skills. He scored slightly higher in this category when reading from digital text
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(57%) than with print (43%). The information Tim shared in his correct responses in the
digital condition contained implicit information, inferring from the passage, with strong
details. When analyzing these answers within the print conditions, I twice noted that even
though the response failed to answer the question accurately, the information he included
in his answer displayed an insightful thought process regarding the character’s
motivation.
Figure 4.1
Tim’s Comprehension Performance Across Sessions
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Off-Task Behaviors
Figure 4.2 summarizes Tim’s off-task behaviors over both conditions and all
sessions When reading from print, Tim’s mean off-task time was 4% with a range of 2%
- 13%, trending consistently lower each print session. Tim’s mean off-task time across all
digital reading sessions was 8% with a range of 2% - 6%. This range encompassed an
increasing amount of off-task behaviors in each session, with a significant increase (7%)
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between sessions five and six. This trend ended in the last session as the percentage of his
time off task decreased.
For further analysis purposes, Tim’s off-task behaviors were coded for type and
frequency. Considering the total minutes of off-task time across all sessions, the
percentage was noticeably higher in the digital text conditions (62%) than from print
(39%). Over all sessions, when coding these off-task behaviors into categories, 67% were
considered resource distractions, environmental and peer distractions accounted for 15%
each, and self-distractions only 4%.
Resource. In four of his five print sessions, Tim was most distracted by his copy
of Storyworks. The only specific behavior observed in this category was the act of
flipping through pages of the magazine, other than the assigned story. This accounted for
48% of the off-task behaviors across all print sessions. In his digital sessions, 78% of offtask behaviors occurred from distractions with his reading resource, the iPad. While
reading in his first digital session, he was observed bouncing the iPad up and down in the
air, as if on a springboard. No incidences were recorded in session 5, in contrast to
session 6 where within 11 minutes of reading time, there were four incidences of logged
off-task behavior involving the iPad. In this time, he was moving the device up and down
in his lap, scrolling with his thumb at a rapid pace, and swiping in the left direction to
another article in the online magazine. In other sessions, scrolling quickly with a
rhythmic motion was also marked as an off-task behavior. Though his attention was on
the screen, the probability of comprehending text at this rapid pace was perceived to be
significantly low. Similarly, on another day Tim was observed interacting with the iPad
screen in a rapid tap and scroll pattern for 17 seconds. Other off-task behaviors with the
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iPad include scrolling left to right on the same digital page in a consistent pattern for
several seconds and holding the iPad up in the air as if he was driving with a steering
wheel.
Environment. Environmental distractions, such as looking around the room at the
walls or ceiling, occurred 24% of the observed time throughout the print sessions and
similarly in 9% of the logged off-task time throughout Tim’s digital sessions. In the
second session (print) he turned with his back to the camera recording the group and the
sixth session (digital), Tim was looking directly at the camera. These were the only two
incidences Tim appeared off-task as a result of the context of the study.
Peer. Tim was more distracted by his peers in the print sessions (25%) as he was
looking at other students and showing a them a page in the magazine. Similarly, peer
distractions while reading the text digitally (8%) occurred when he was showing other
students something on the iPad screen and also looking at a student across the room.
Self. During both print and digital observations, Tim was rarely coded as off-task
due to self-distracting behaviors such as winking one eye and then the other several times
during one print session (3%). The same type of behavior occurred while reading
digitally (5%) when he was observed swirling in his seat and blinking his eyes rapidly.

On-Task Behaviors
On-task behaviors were similar across both mediums, specifically Tim was often
noted as on-task and mouthing the words while reading. Similarly, when engaged with
the text, he had the iPad or magazine on the desk during most of the sessions. As
mentioned above, in one print session, Tim would hold the magazine in front of his face
or move so that his back was turned to the camera. It appeared that his eyes were still
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facing the text, so I did not code this as off-task, even though it was not possible to note
with certainty.
Students with ADHD often fidget or are in constant movement, even while ontask. Examples of this with Tim reading from the magazine included him holding the
magazine up in the air while reading, swinging feet, taking flip-flops on and off, tapping
fingers, and moving his head side to side like a typewriter while still engaged with the
text. Due to the affordances of the mediums, these more constant yet on-task behaviors
occurred differently when reading in the digital conditions. He was often scrolling with
this thumb, not rapidly, up and down or left to right while reading. On occasion, he would
also use his fingers to enlarge the text on the screen or to follow the linear path of the
words in the text.
Figure 4.2
Tim’s Time Off-Task Across Sessions
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Participant 2: Summer
Ten-year-old Summer was very expressive and reported that she reads frequently.
At the time of the study, she was an on-grade level reader with a Lexile score of 729.
Summer stated that her genre preference was non-fiction because these passages “have
true information” and loved to read about wolves and different animals. Summer reported
often getting distracted by peers and other stimuli around her while reading. When asked
what else gave her problems when she reads, Summer playfully and honestly shared, “my
little brother because he annoys me.”

Summer: Digital and Print Text Experience
Summer expressed that she “would buy a ton of books” if given the choice
because she “just loves to read” and was able to do so on an airplane where no electronics
are allowed. She owned a Kindle and was reading Little Women at home when she had
the opportunity. When asked what she liked about reading from a screen, she explained:
Mostly because if I have a book on my desk, which I have a desk underneath my
bed, and I have it on my tablet and then my mom comes in and she says it is time
for bed and I still wanna read that book I can just go…I can like bookmark that
page real quick and then on my tablet and put it on that page and then I can just
go up into my bed and hide under the covers and read it so she doesn’t know. It
lights up and you can actually adjust the light too.

Reading Comprehension
Figure 4.3 summarizes the reading comprehension performance of Summer over
both conditions and all sessions. Her overall comprehension score was 55%, indicating a
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basic proficiency in constructing meaning from a literary passage. Comparing her mean
comprehension score over each condition, Summer’s performance was higher when
reading from print text (60%) than from digital text (50%). Her range in scores in reading
from print text was significantly broad, 33%-100%. The scores fluctuated over time. Like
Tim, she started the print sessions with a low score, when up to a 100% before the next
three print scores decreased each time, ending with at 33% in her 5th sessions. In reading
from digital text, Summer’s range in comprehension scores was 33% to 83%. These
scores fluctuated as her performance increased, then decreased from session two to three,
then increased once more before decreasing over the fourth session and finally increased
at that point from 33% to 50%. On average, Summer spent a longer time reading from
digital text, with a range of 12-20min, than from print text with a range of 9-18 minutes
for her time spent reading.
Setting. Summer’s overall comprehension performance was highest in identifying
explicit information regarding the setting of a story, with a proficiency level of 85%.
Considering this percentage across both mediums, her performance was higher within the
digital sessions (64%) than with the print sessions (36%). The quality of these answers
did not vary much across sessions or conditions. The print sessions percentage is lower
partly because she did not answer one of the setting questions. The answer space
contained scribble marks, so it was marked incorrect.
Plot. Across all sessions and conditions, Summer’s overall performance accuracy
was 60% for identifying and recalling information from the story involving questions
about the plot. According to percentages, this was her weakest skill overall. Reviewing
this percentage between the two mediums, she was more proficient in the print sessions
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(67%) than in the digital (33%). Though responses were correct in the print sessions, her
answers lacked much detail, were brief, and often apparated to have been written quickly
based on a comparative analysis of her handwriting. Within the digital conditions, the
answers simply contained incorrect information, showing gaps in her thinking regarding
the plot.
Character. Summer’s ability to analyze implicit details regarding cause and
effect sequences associated with the main character was 67%. Her performance was the
same across both conditions, 50% and 50%. Though she showed some evidence of
constructing meaning from the character’s words and actions to determine her responses,
most of her answers lacked details and complete thoughts.
Figure 4.3
Summer’s Comprehension Performance Across Sessions
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Off-Task Behaviors
Figure 4.4 summarizes Summer’s off-task behaviors over both conditions and all
sessions. Throughout the print sessions, Summer’s mean off-task time was 4% with a
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range of 2% - 6%, with a fluctuating increase then decrease pattern from her first to last
print session. Summer’s mean off-task time across all digital reading sessions was 6%
with a range of 0% - 9%. This percentage trended down across the first four digital
sessions and then increased during the last. Summer’s off-task behaviors were coded
based on type and frequency for further analysis and insight. When considering the total
minutes of off-task time across all sessions, her percentage was significantly higher when
reding from the digital text (76%) than from print (26%). Over all sessions, off-task
behaviors were coded into four categories, resource distractions (40%), environmental
distractions (8%), peer distractions (36%), and self-distractions (16%).
Resource. Within this sub-category of off-task behaviors, Summer was
significantly more distracted during digital sessions (52%) than in print (5%). Her most
frequent off-task behaviors involved manipulating the technology in the digital reading
conditions. She was observed enlarging then scrolling rapidly and scrolling vertically at a
rapid pace. Though her eyes were still facing the text, the movement of the text on the
screen was so rapid, comprehension was likely not occurring. At other times she would
enlarge the text back and forth, as if she was squeezing the screen and releasing it
quickly. Summer’s observation notes also noted incidences of her tapping the screen in a
quick, rhythmic motion during which the words were covered by her hand, so this was
marked as an off-task behavior. The only behavior observed in the print conditions from
this category was incidences of her looking at other passages in the magazine.
Environment. Comparatively, Summer was more distracted by her environment
within the print sessions (18%) than when she read digitally (4%). These behaviors
included looking in her desk and around the room.
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Peer. Off-task behaviors coded to be from peer distractions occurred within the
digital (31%) and print (52%) conditions. While reading from the magazine, she was
noted to be talking to the person across the table from her and watching another student
while laughing. During the fourth session of the study, her second digital text condition,
Summer read for an extensively longer amount of time as compared to her other sessions,
20 min. During this time, her observation notes show five incidences of off-task behavior
coded as distractions from her peers. She was noted to be talking to other students,
looking at a person across the room, and showing her iPad to a neighbor student several
times.
Self. Behaviors such as putting her hand over her face several times during a
print session (25%) and covering her face with her shirt while reading on her iPad were
coded as self-distractions within the digital sessions (13%).

On-Task Behaviors
Summer’s behaviors coded to be on-task while she was reading differed between
the two conditions. In the digital sessions, her fingers were in constant contact with the
iPad in some manner. She was observed tapping the screen with her finger, constantly
touching the iPad in sporadic places, swiping left and then back, switching fingers and
then constantly scrolling (at a slow pace), and enlarging the screen so she could touch
each word as she read. Across the print sessions, Summer was noted to be often
squirming in her seat, tapping feet, putting her hands on her head often, playing with
glasses, bobbing her head back and forth, and braiding her hair.
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Figure 4.4
Summer’s Time Off-Task Across Sessions
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Participant 3: Billy
The third participant in research study was a 10-year-old male with a Lexile level
score of 881. He preferred reading non-fiction over fiction stating, “I like science-fiction,
but I also like things we learn about in science class like volcanoes and space.” He
reported his strength in reading was that he could get correct evidence from the text when
needed. Billy struggles at times in reading when trying to attend to a passage. “I kind of
look around sometimes and lose my place and I don’t like it when others are talking.”

Billy: Digital and Print Text Experience
Billy expressively shared that he would read from a screen “anywhere!” He
reported that he liked to search the internet and read “just whatever I find.” Billy
described reading from a traditional book as thrilling stating, “when you get to turn the
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page and then the next thing you know you’re reading another chapter and in a couple
more pages you’re reading another chapter!”

Reading Comprehension
Figure 4.5 summarizes Billy reading comprehension performance over both
conditions and all sessions. His overall responses regarding comprehension of the stories
indicate a proficient understanding of the main literary elements with a mean score of
69% across both conditions and all sessions. Billy’s data was significantly consistent
across all sessions. The range of time it took for him to complete a reading across all print
sessions was 10-13 min and for digital sessions, 10-14 min. Billy’s mean comprehension
performance was 70% across print sessions with a rage of 67%-83% in his scores. His
scores showed no fluctuation across all five print sessions, with an exception in his third
session with an 83%. His mean performance in comprehension throughout the digital
sessions was 67% across a range of 50%-83%. Comparatively, the scores across both
digital and print sessions followed an identical trend until the final score in each. This is
represented in Figure 4.5 when the two lines of the graph converge into one across each
session until the end. Billy’s comparative performance with the specific elements of story
comprehension was consistently the same across reading print and digital texts.
Setting. As with Tim and Summer, Billy’s overall performance with identifying
elements of the setting was his strongest of the three skills, 85%. His answers were
complete and referred to specific details from the story. His thought processes regarding
the questions asked of him were very literal. When asked to explain how he knew where
an event began, Billy answered, “because the text said it started there.”
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Plot. Within his overall comprehension, Billy struggled the most with questions
regarding the plot of a story as 53% of these answers were considered accurate. His
incorrect responses were generally related to the story in some way; however, they were
not exact enough in be considered correct.
Character. Billy’ ability to identify and analyze character information from a
story was effective with a performance of 83% accuracy. As with his answers regarding
the plot, he included sufficient details and inferences to support a correct response.
Figure 4.5
Billy’s Comprehension Performance Across Sessions
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Off-Task Behaviors
Figure 4.6 summarizes Billy’s off-task behaviors over both conditions and all
sessions. When reading from print, Billy’s mean off-task time was 8% with a range of
0%-16%. His mean off-task time across all digital reading sessions was 6% with a range
of 0%-12%. During both conditions, his percentage pattern was exactly the same. His
first session in both conditions had no off-task behaviors noted. Then in his second
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sessions his percentage went up, then decreased for the third and fourth sessions, and the
increased again during sessions five in both conditions.
Resource. Once the off-task behaviors were coded into sub-categories, 9% were
calculated as being resource distractions with little variation between the print sessions
(6%) and digital (13%). When reading from the iPad, Billy was observed bouncing the
iPad on his desk, turning it horizontally and then vertically, and scrolling back and forth
quickly between pages. Then only off-task behavior with the magazine occurred when he
was looking at upcoming pages in the Storyworks.
Environment. In analyzing Billy’s off-task behaviors, 39% were coded as
environmental distractions which occurred more often in the digital sessions (57%) than
in the print sessions (16%). Though the percentages differ, the actual off-task behaviors
were the same as he often looked around the room or out the window.
Peer. Billy was off-task and distracted by his peers for 38% of his off-task
minutes. Across all sessions with print (28%) and digital (51%) text, he would look at
other students or show them something on his iPad or magazine. During his last digital
session, he got out of his seat and moved because another student was bothering him.
Self. During both print and digital observations, Billy was rarely coded as offtask due to self-distracting behaviors (14%) such as moving around in his seat or moving
his head up and down repeatedly in print sessions (2%). The same type of behavior
occurred for a longer period of time while reading digitally (21%) when he was observed
putting his head in his hands and bouncing it back up again.
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On-Task Behaviors
Across both conditions, Billy was observed positioning the iPad or magazine in
his lap or on his desk while reading. Of the five participants, Billy exhibited the fewest on
and off-task behaviors. The majority of the time, he was sitting still and engaged with the
text. During print sessions, his on-task behaviors included tapping a pencil on his face,
moving his legs back and forth, and playing with hair. On-task behaviors observed across
his digital sessions include scrolling and enlarging the text as he read.
Figure 4.6
Billy’s Time Off-Task Across Sessions
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Participant 4: Junie
Junie preferred to read about “fun and characters that are silly” in fiction texts,
noting her favorite to be stories written by Dr. Seuss. Reading on grade-level with a
Lexile score of 740, she was a stronger reader when she used the “pictures in my head” to
help with reading comprehension.
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Junie: Digital and Print Text Experience
Junie reported a love of reading from her Kindle because it was humorous to her
when it accidently shut off and “because I never leave my room and they are much funner
than books.” When asked what she liked about reading form a traditional book, she
answered “the fun parts make me laugh.”

Reading Comprehension
Figure 4.7 summarizes Junie’s reading comprehension performance over both
conditions and all sessions. Her overall comprehension score was 55%, indicating a basic
proficiency in constructing meaning from a literary passage. Comparing her mean
comprehension score over each condition, Junie’s performance was lower when reading
from print text (44%) than from digital text (67%). She displayed a broad range in scores
when reading from print text with 17%-67%. The scores did not indicate a stability in
performance over time with a decrease then increase in her score, followed by another
decrease. There was no change in the comprehension score from her fourth to fifth print
session. This pattern was identical to that of her digital sessions, with the exception being
in her last digital session, the performance score increased. The range in these scores
across all digital sessions was 33% - 83%. Junie’s range in time spent reading was similar
across all print and digital text sessions, with a range of 9-13 min for print and 8-13 min
throughout digital sessions.
Setting. Junie displayed a basic understanding in her ability to identify explicit
information regarding the setting of a story, with a proficiency level of 62%. In analyzing
this percentage across each medium there was significant difference as her proficiency
level was 75% when reading from digital text and 25% across the print conditions. This
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indicates that Junie was able to recall or locate basic details from the text more
effectively when reading from the iPad.
Plot. As with Billy, Junie struggled the most with questions regarding the plot of
a story as 53% of these responses were answered correctly with no significant difference
in her performance between digital and text conditions. Though some of her answers
contained supportive and correct details, her responses generally were related to the
context of the story but did not answer the question correctly. For example, when asked
to list one specific task the main character was responsible for as a stay-at-home dad,
Junie answered, “take care of family.” This answer is general yet did not list a specific
task such as washing the clothes, sweeping the floor, or cooking dinner.
Character. Junie’s performance regarding specific story comprehension was
highest when analyzing implicit details regarding cause and effect sequences associated
with the main character, as well as character motivation. With this higher-order thinking
skill, she performed at 75% accuracy. In comparing this performance across the digital
and print sessions, there was no sizeable difference. Overall, her responses were
insightful and contained evidence of inferencing, though they were lacking in detail. She
explained how a character in the second story “doesn’t like change” based on actions
throughout the plot and in another instance, she described how a boy in changed over
time from “lazy to giveful” (selfish).
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Figure 4.7
Junie’s Comprehension Performance Across Sessions
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Off-Task Behaviors
Figure 4.8 summarizes Junie’s off-task behaviors over both conditions and all
sessions When reading from print, Junie’s mean off-task time was 6% with a range of 2%
- 11%, staying consistently low throughout these sessions. Her mean off-task time across
digital reading sessions was 7% with a range of 0%-21%. This percentage fluctuated up
and down across all five digital text conditions. For further analysis purposes, Junie’s offtask behaviors were coded for type and frequency. Considering the total minutes of offtask time across all sessions, the percentage did not vary much between the digital text
conditions (43%) than from print (57%). Over all sessions, Junie experienced four types
of distractions; resource (37%), environmental (23%), peer (21%), and self (19%).
Resource. When reading digitally (45%) Junie’s resource off-task behaviors
included leaning over her seat to touch someone else’s iPad and pressing the side button
repeatedly as she zoomed in and out. When reading from the print text (32%), Junie was
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observed turning the page back and forth, picking up the magazine and letting it fall on
the desk, flicking the paper to make a sound, and turning to another article.
Environment. As with the other participants, looking around the room several
times was her only environmental distraction occurring in both the digital (18%) and
print (27%) sessions.
Peer. Distractions from others were similar across both print (8%) and digital
(37%) conditions as she was observed talking to others and showing a neighbor content
on her iPad or in the magazine.
Self. Junie was not observed as having any self-distractions while reading
digitally. In the print conditions (32%) she was noted as putting head down and clapping
her hands quietly.

On-Task Behaviors
Junie appeared to be on task most of the time while engaging with the text.
During print sessions, on-task behaviors included playing with her hair, rocking her legs
back and forth, tapping the magazine on the desk, and playing with her shirt. During
digital sessions, like Summer, her hands were almost constantly on the iPad in some way.
She was often scrolling with her fingers or her thumb, zooming in and out as she read
down the page, or tapping the top of the iPad.
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Figure 4.8
Junie’s Time Off-Task Across Sessions
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Participant 5: Philip
According to the data from the observations in this study, Philip struggles the
most with ADHD symptoms while reading. Based on his Lexile score of 777, the stories
used in this study were on his independent reading level. He shared that the most difficult
part of the reading process for him was “there are too many words.” He noted that
“vocabulary” was his strength in reading traditional books and when asked what he liked
to read about specifically, Philip stated, “just all the stuff to learn about.”

Philip: Digital and Print Text Experience
Philip shared that he read from an iPad at home, noting that he prefers to “just
search stuff up and just read it.” He described the functionality of the iPad as his favorite
part about reading from a screen as one can “zoom in and highlight words that you don’t
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know and to turn the page just hit he arrow keys or pressing enter.” He noted that he only
reads traditional print text during reading class in school.

Reading Comprehension
Figure 4.9 summarizes Philip’s reading comprehension performance over both
conditions and all sessions. His overall responses regarding literary comprehension
throughout this study indicate a somewhat below basic understanding of the main story
elements with a mean score of 48% across all conditions. The range of time he took to
read a story across all print sessions was significant, 8-21min. Within his digital sessions,
the range of time spent reading was not as extreme, 8-12 min. Philip’s mean
comprehension performance was 53% across print sessions with a rage of 17%-100% in
these scores. This 83-point difference represented a notable fluctuation over time as his
performance in comprehension with print text began at 100% before decreasing,
increasing, then decreasing again. Similarly, his fluctuation in his scores within the
digital sessions decreased from the first to second session, then increased over two
sessions, and finally decreased again. His mean performance in comprehension
throughout the digital sessions was 43% a range of 17%-67%. Like Billy, Philip’s
comparative performance with the specific elements of story comprehension was
relatively the same across reading print and digital texts. This was also true for Philip
across all three described story element categories as his range of proficiency between
setting, plot, and character was 42%-54%.
Setting. In answering questions dealing with the setting of the story, Philip either
got the answer correct with specific details from the text or his answers were “in the
ballpark” as they were not accurate but were closely related to the answer. When asked
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where the main character lived, Philip’s response was “with Miss Benson” who also lived
in the same apartment as the person referenced in the question. Similarly, a question
asked the participant to name the location of a character at a specific point in time and
Philip wrote “in the house” when the correct answer was “in the garage.”
Plot. Philip’s performance with plot-related questions followed a similar trend.
Incorrect responses often referred to an event from the story, but information given was
not related to the context of the question. This might infer gaps in his understanding of
the plot or even the question. Correct answers contained few details but were exact as
evidenced when Philip answered “disassembled him” when asked to describe what the
main character did with a robot.
Character. Philip’s proficiency score was slightly lower, by 10%, in this subcomprehension category in comparison to the other two. His performance was 20% more
accurate when reading from digital text than from print. This was in part due to examples
demonstrating Philip’s ability to share insightful information when inferring about a main
character, twice with answers I had not even considered. In the fifth story, the main
character learns a lesson about the importance of family after he had been erased from
their memory. Eventually, the magic wears off and the family remembers their son. When
asked how this character changed over time, Philip wrote, “his day was brightened.” In
comparison, his answers to questions from the print text conditions were more lacking in
detail and accuracy.
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Figure 4.9
Philip’s Comprehension Performance Across Sessions
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Off-Task Behaviors
When reading from print, his mean off-task time was 35% with a range of 16%47% that slightly increased each print session. His mean off-task time across all digital
reading sessions was 33% with a range of 18% - 63%. There was more fluctuation across
these conditions as noted in Figure 4.10
When Philip’s off-task behaviors and minutes were coded for type and frequency,
there was not a lot of variance between the print (57%) and digital (42%) conditions.
Over all sessions, his off-task behaviors based on distractions included; resource (42%),
environmental (23%), peer (13%), and self (22%).
Resource. Within this sub-category of off-task behaviors, Philip was
significantly more distracted during digital sessions (80%) than in print (14%). Philip’s
second digital session, his fourth overall, included the greatest number of these logged
behaviors with his total time off- task equaling 63% where 11 incidences distractions
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with his iPad occurred. His most frequent off-task behaviors involved manipulating the
technology in the digital reading conditions. He often would use the device and maneuver
it as if it were a musical instrument. For example, he tapped it with his fingers as one
would on a piano keyboard, held it to his side once as he appeared to be pretending it was
a guitar, or hitting the side if the iPad as if it were a drum. None of these behaviors lasted
for more than 30 sec. I normally would have directed him to stop immediately, but I
allowed these behaviors temporarily in an effort to examine what his impulses and
natural behaviors would be without boundaries.
Other off-task behaviors Philip displayed repeatedly involved movements with his
fingers. Like Summer, he was in constant contact with the device in some manner. This
was often observed with a repeated, rhythmic pattern as he would scroll side to side, tap
and then scroll, and enlarging and then tapping. Behaviors with the device also included
holding his thumb on the iPad and moving his fingers around like a compass, turning it in
a circular motion on his desk scrolling with his elbow, and gently tapping it with his and
is one would do “giving a high-five.” The only tactile engagement enabled by the
affordances from the device that did not involve the screen in some was occurred when
he was repeatedly pressing the volume button on the side of the iPad.
Environment. All off-task behaviors involving an environment distraction were
related to Philip looking around the room at the wall, window, or under his desk. These
behaviors occurred while reading print (32%) and digital (11%) text.
Peer. Behaviors such as talking to other students, watching someone across the
room, and laughing after a behavior of another student when reading the story digitally
(2%) and more frequently when reading from print text (18%).
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Self. Philip was once leaning over his desk with the iPad in his hands to read. This
was the only observed off-task behavior in this category while reading digitally (2%).
Throughout the print sessions (36%) noted behaviors included repositioning his desk with
his body, quickly looking up and down repeatedly, and cupping his hand over his face
and mouthing words as if screaming from a megaphone. During his fourth print session,
seventh overall, eight incidences of self-distracting behaviors occurred. These included
mouthing the words as if he was singing while tapping the desk, moved to sit on his feet
in the chair, standing while he was swaying back and forth and walking around to
reposition himself before sitting again.

On-Task Behaviors
Philip seemed to be in constant motion when he was off and on-task. His reading
comprehension analysis demonstrate he was engaging with the passages and making
meaning from the text, even with these continuous movements. Several on-task behaviors
were common across both the reading and digital text sessions. Small actions such as
playing with his hair or shirt, mouthing words, or bouncing his head slightly were often
noted. More gross motor movements also occurred across both conditions as evidenced
when Philip would get out of his seat to stand, leaning over the iPad or magazine on his
desk to read. Other examples include Philip slapping the bottom of is chair as he rocked
side to side and kicking his legs forcefully as he read.
Behaviors specific to reading digitally included constant scrolling of the text with
his index finger, thumb, or all fingers at once and highlighting words as he read.
Similarly, he would use follow the text in the magazine with his finger as he read.
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Figure 4.10
Philip’s Time Off-Task Across Sessions
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Summary
The purpose of this study was to investigate the differential effects digital and
print text have on reading comprehension and behaviors. In conclusion, an analysis of the
findings revealed minimal differences comparatively within each reading condition.
Three of the five participants performed higher in reading comprehension when reading
from print text. Similarly, three of the five students were noted as off task more
frequently within the print condition. On-task behaviors were comparable across both
mediums for all participants.

Reading Comprehension
When analyzing the comprehension performance of the five participants
collectively, the overall group average across all sessions in reading comprehension
indicated a minimal differential effect between digital conditions (61%) and print
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conditions (57%). When only considering the group comprehension average, it appears
that digital text would be the slightly superior condition. However, when evaluating the
data by individual student’s performance average, Billy, Summer, and Philip scored
higher when reading traditional print text. The difference between the two conditions was
not considerable with only 3% for Billy and 10% for Summer and Philip. This finding
indicates that these three students can comprehend print and digital text equivalently. Tim
and Junie performed higher within the digital conditions compared to print, Junie by 23%
and Tim 17%.
Table 4.1 summarizes the descriptive data analysis included in the study to
ascertain the difference in effects reading digitally and print had on the comprehension of
implicit and explicit text. These results determined that students’ performance was
slightly higher when recalling and locating key information regarding the setting of the
story when reading digitally (58%) than reading in print text (42%). In contrast, when
questions required the reader to locate explicit plot details, students’ performance was
slightly higher in the print conditions (53%) as compared to the digital conditions (47%).
When analyzing implicit details regarding cause and effect sequences associated with the
main character, comprehension outcomes showed no significant effect between print
(49%) and digital (51%) conditions. However, when asked to use implicit information to
describe how a main character changes throughout the story, a higher-order thinking skill,
students performed higher when reading print text (58%) than when reading digitally
(42%).
Junie exhibited the greatest difference (23%) in reading comprehension of digital
and print text, indicating she is more successful in making meaning from the text when
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reading from the iPad. Further analysis of Table 4.1 also supports this conclusion as her
comprehension of explicit information was substantially higher in the digital condition
(75%) than when reading from the magazine (25%). Of the five participants, Junie’s data
is the most consistent in supporting a conclusion that one condition is superior over the
other for an individual student. The other four participants performed somewhat equally
across the conditions in reading comprehension.
Table 4.1
Reading Comprehension Summary Across Sessions
Reading
Comprehension
Overall
Print
Digital
Setting
Plot
Character

Tim

Billy

Summer

Junie

Philip

68%
60%
77%

69%
70%
67%

55%
60%
50%

55%
44%
67%

48%
53%
43%

50%
(D)
50%
(D)
57%
(D)

50%
(P)
50%
(P)
43%
(P)

45%
(D)
50%
(D)
50%
(D)

55%
(P)
50%
(P)
50%
(P)

64%
(D)
33%
(D)
50%
(D)

36%
(P)
67%
(P)
50%
(P)

75%
(D)
50%
(D)
56%
(D)

25%
(P)
50%
(P)
44%
(P)

57%
(D)
50%
(D)
40%
(D)

43%
(P)
50%
(P)
60%
(P)

Off-Task Behaviors
Analysis of the group participant data indicate no considerable differential effects
between the two conditions of the study regarding off-task behaviors. Comparatively,
12% of student behaviors were noted as off task across digital conditions. Similar
behaviors were observed in 11% of the print text conditions. As shown in Table 4.2, the
two most common types of off-task behaviors observed were a result of resource
distractions (39%) and peer distractions (25%). These distractions can be minimalized
through instructional planning in future lessons.
With the exception of Billy, peer distractions were considerably lower in the
digital text condition. This would support a conclusion suggesting the affordances of the
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iPad contributed to a built in “peerness” that helped to focus the readers and obstruct
distractions from other students in the room. Conversely, Billy was more distracted by his
peers when reading from the iPad and was the only participant that was not notably
distracted while reading in the digital condition. This could indicate that Billy has a
familiarity with the iPad and does not find reading digitally as stimulating as the other
participants. He was also frequently noted as being distracted by his environment when
reading from the magazine, also indicating he has difficultiy engaging with the text,
digital and print, when distracted by what is going on around him. Through selfreflection, Billy mentioned this in his pre-study interview, “I kind of look around
sometimes and lose my place and I don’t like it when others are talking.”
Philip had significantly higher off-task incidences than the other participants as he
exhibited frequent behaviors consistent with severe ADHD symptoms. Like other
students, he was mostly distracted by the iPad when reading digitally, but at a much
higher percentage (80%). When reading in the print condition, Philip, Summer, and Junie
were more distracted by the room and self-distracting, inattentive behaviors. As
mentioned above, this continues to support the conclusion that the the iPad can actually
help to focus a reader with ADHD.
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Table 4.2
Off-Task Behaviors Summary Across Sessions
Off-Task
Behaviors
Print
Digital
Resource
Environment
Peer
Self

Tim

Billy

Summer

Junie

Philip

4%
8%

8%
6%

4%
6%

6%
7%

35%
33%

78%
(D)
9%
(D)
8%
(D)
5%
(D)

48%
(P)
24%
(P)
25%
(P)
3%
(P)

13%
(D)
16%
(D)
51%
(D)
21%
(D)

6%
(P)
56%
(P)
28%
(P)
2%
(P)
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64%
(D)
33%
(D)
50%
(D)
13%
(D)

36%
(P)
67%
(P)
50%
(P)
25%
(P)

45%
(D)
18%
(D)
8%
(D)
0%
(D)

32%
(P)
27%
(P)
37%
(P)
32%
(P)

80%
(D)
11%
(D)
2%
(D)
2%
(D)

14%
(P)
32%
(P)
18%
(P)
36%
(P)

CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to evaluate and determine the differential effects
reading from digital and print text have on the reading comprehension and reading
behaviors of fourth-grade students with ADHD when reading from digital compared to
traditional print text. Findings based on the analysis of interviews, comprehension
assessments, and student observations surprisingly showed minimal differential effects on
reading comprehension and no significant effects on reading behaviors.

Discussion
Contrary to my expectations, this research did not find a significant difference
between the effects of digital and print text conditions on the participants’ reading
comprehension and off-task behavior while reading. Sweller (1994) asserted that “two
tasks may appear to have roughly similar amounts of information but differ enormously
in the effort required to achieve mastery” (p.286). As readers with ADHD have been
noted in research to struggle with increased cognitive load in reading traditional print
text, I presumed these readers would experience even greater issues when reading from
an iPad. On the contrary, data analysis indicated that reading from the digital device
actually helped to focus these participants and block-out other distractions.

Reading Comprehension
One reading comprehension deficit commonly found in readers with ADHD is the
challenge to recognize the relevant text needed to guide in story recall (Flake et al.,
2007). Overall, participants in this study successfully recalled explicit information from
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the literary stories with a combined proficiency level of 73%. Though three of the five
participants scored higher when reading from print text, the differences in comprehension
percentages were minimal. This suggests that the participants in this study experienced
few differential effects when reading digitally as compared to print text.

Story Structure Proficiencies
When analyzing scores collectively from the digital and print conditions, I was
surprised to learn from the data that these students performed better overall with
questions about the main characters (63%) than they did with responses about the plot
(56%). Questions about the plot asked the reader to list or tell when an event occurred.
This requires a reader to locate and reference relevant information at specific points in
time in the plot. When analyzing implicit details regarding cause and effect sequences
associated with the main character, students surprisingly did well. Questions concerning
the main character ask a reader to use implicit information, along explicit ideas, to
explain why a character does something or feels a particular way, which is a more
comprehensive process requiring more attention to the text.
The short-answer question asking the students to describe the main character
changed from the beginning of the story to the end resulted in lower proficiency levels
(39%), which did not surprise me. Proficient readers are aware of the goals and
motivations of a character in the story and can note the causal factors associated with
these connections (Flory, 2006; Lorch et al., 2010). Children diagnosed with ADHD
experience difficulties making causal connections between events and characters (Lorch
et al., 2010; Bailey et al., 2009).
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Tactile Connection
The review of the literature cited interview data from previous studies with highschool and college readers expressing collective opinions in stating that reading from
devices such as an iPad evokes a feeling that something is missing. There is an awareness
of the tactile absence of printed pages while engaged in reading tasks (Gerlach &
Buxmann, 2011; Manegn, 2008; Rose, 2011). Gerlach and Buxmann (2011) assert that
this “haptic dissonance” (p.1) denotes that the sensory experience one has when reading
from an iPad might conflict with the familiar physicality that has been shown to
contribute to comprehension. As noted in the pre-interviews, all five participants in this
current study discussed in detail having prior experiences reading digitally. Perhaps, as
these elementary-aged students have grown up immersed in a digital culture, the absence
of “haptic dissonance” allowed for comparatively successful reading comprehension
when reading from the iPad and printed text.
Similarly, Mangan (2008) concluded that reading is a multi-sensory activity and
readers are more successful with comprehension when physically touching pages. This
research also asserts that the act of touching a screen, clicking a mouse, or scrolling down
a digital page is not analogous to the turning of a page in a book. However, as noted in
student observation logs, a tactile connection to the iPad occurred often, almost
constantly in three participants through tapping the screen or side of the device.
According to the findings of this small study, the sensory engagement frequently
observed with a digital device as compared to print text did not hinder successful reading
engagement.
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Reading Behaviors
Though the number of incidences noted as off-task behaviors throughout the
study was high, this comparatively did not equal a significant amount of total time
overall. Additionally, the off-task behaviors did not appear to have a negative effect on
reading comprehension in either condition. Observing and classifying these behaviors
into the four categories will inform further instruction as practitioners intentionally
prepare strategic plans to help navigate students through a more coherent reading
experience.

Digital Natives
Digital technologies present numerous distractions that can impede cognitive
processes. Tanner (2014) noted that students use their computers or e-readers for
recreational reading, listening to music, social networking, face-timing, gaming, and
shopping. He concluded from his research that it is improbable to think these students
would approach the same device readily receptive to academic reading and inquiry. In
contrast to his assertions, all of the students in this study had prior experience with digital
devices such as Kindles, smartphones, and iPads and were not any more distracted when
reading from an iPad than they were when reading from a magazine. Perhaps the opposite
of Tanner’s conclusions is true. The use of a device used for leisure and entertainment
might be appealing to students, thus igniting more engagement and appeal.
Marc Prensky (2001) referred to children who have been raised in a culture
immersed in the use of and exposure to digital technologies as “digital natives.” He
asserted that this engagement with technology equaled digital fluency. Even though his
theory was criticized for not being supported by empirical data, the premise prompted
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consideration and debate regarding the underpinnings of his claim. Elementary-aged
students have been exposed to technology throughout their young life, in school and
likely at home also. I agree with his critics, this does not equal an innate proficiency in
the use of digital technology. It likely has desensitized these younger students to the
novelty of digital devices. Though the percentage of off-task behaviors was high when
students read from an iPad in this study, their reading comprehension did not suffer in
correlation to this time. The iPad, or any digital device, might not be the distraction many
presume it to be. These “digital natives” are habituated with digital devices. The
technology affords certain types of off-task behaviors such as scrolling or swiping, but as
the findings in this study suggest, reading comprehension performance did not suffer.

Digital Distractions?
Research on the possible distracting effects of this interaction with a digital screen
focused on the act of scrolling. Studies have argued that scrolling requires a reader to
consciously focus on the manipulation of the text while engaging with the text at the
same time, leading to higher levels of stress reading from a screen as compared to print
text. Wästlund (2007) asserted that diverting attention to moving through a text means
there is less attention available to assist in comprehending it. Contrary to these findings,
the act of scrolling for the purposes of navigating through a digital text appeared to have
no effect on reading comprehension of these five fourth-grade students with ADHD.
Students were shown to have few distractions from peers, the environment, and self when
their off-task behaviors were coded in the digital reading condition. Scrolling might have
actually helped to engage these participants, providing a space to channel their extra
energy or “the fidgets.” Further studies are warranted to better understand and investigate
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how younger students, with and without ADHD, are affected when reading digitally for
academic purposes.

Ergonomics
For the purposes of this inquiry, “ergonomics” refers to the efficiency in the
design of a digital device. Woody, Daniel, and Baker (2010) asserted that ergonomics is
one of the most significant factors contributing to the lack of effectiveness digital text can
have on reading comprehension. As noted above, the iPad and similar technologies offer
certain affordances due to their design, thus making it often more efficient for reading.
These affordances do not necessarily act as distractions. They are just an extension of the
reading process. As with my five participants, students with ADHD, or any young
learner, likely do not consider these affordances to be distracting as they likely do not
even consider them at all. They just are familiar features of these often-used tools.

Implications
The findings in this study have a number of important implications for
instructional designers and teachers as they plan for readers with ADHD and ELA
content. Studies on the differential effects of digital and print text on comprehension and
reading behaviors should be a driving force for change in instructional design and
pedagogy.

Cognitive Load
In order to increase student learning and engagement, educational practitioners
strive to reduce extraneous cognitive load in order to free up working memory when
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planning and presenting instruction (Paas, Renkl, & Sweller, 2004). The manner in which
a learning task is presented to the learner can increase or decrease cognitive load. Sweller
(2004) explained that extraneous cognitive load can be controlled by instructional
designers with informed and intentional planning to reduce the demands put on a learner
by the instructor. Findings from this study can be used to guide and inform instructional
design for learning in elementary classrooms. Data analysis from the observations in this
study implies that students are frequently distracted by resources and peers while reading
from text in print or digital form. These are variables that instructors can manipulate and
consider when designing lessons and classroom procedures. Creating varied and flexible
seating arrangements for student learning spaces could help limit or remove distractions
from peers while reading.

Readers with ADHD
The use of digital devices, such as the iPad used in this study, might actually be
beneficial for students with ADHD in the ELA classroom. These learners often exhibit
difficulty in sustaining effort and motivation, especially in tedious tasks (Barkley, 1998).
Reading from a small screen device, such as an iPad, has shown to have some advantages
in supporting efforts with challenging tasks for readers with attention deficits. In a few
studies, students have described a positive learning experience when using digital devices
as a reading medium as they allow for manipulative touch, more control of learning,
comfort, and can be more visually appealing and entertaining (McClanahan et al., 2012).
Participant interviews from this current study support this premise as the students shared
specific reasons they preferred to read from a digital device and gave personal accounts
of positive and entertaining experiences.
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Additionally, displaying text on a computer screen conceals the actual length of
the story. As a result, motivation to read might be stronger. Researchers speculated that
since readers could only see what was on the present screen without knowing the amount
of entire text, students were not overwhelmed or “intimidated” by the reading task length
(Stern & Shalev, 2013). Participants in this study were often observed flipping pages in
the print magazine, possibly to investigate the length of the text. This off-task behavior
was not observed within the digital text conditions. Another benefit of using a digital
device in the ELA classroom and with readers with ADHD came from Brown (2010) as
she concluded from her interviews with students having ADHD that using a computer
device, such as an iPad, placed on top of a desk can help “draw the eyes to instruction,
especially when placed against a soothing background” (p. 145). Data analysis in the
present study revealed that all five participants were actively engaged in reading from the
iPad when it was placed on their desk.

Literacy Instruction
The purpose for reading drives the direction of instruction in a literacy
classroom. Rosenblatt (2004) categorizes these purposes as either “efferent reading”
when one reads to acquire and retain knowledge or “aesthetic reading” when reading for
pleasure or entertainment. For the purposes of this research study, the participants
engaged in efferent reading as they read the literary stories to retain and share
information. Rosenblatt’s transactional theory of reading posits that the act of reading
involves a transaction between the reader and the text within these two purposes. The
reader interacts with the text and works to construct knowledge and meaning from what
is read. Meaning does not reside in the text; rather, it develops during the transaction
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between the text and the reader. This theory holds important implications to further a
practitioner’s understanding of how students navigate understanding while reading from a
digital device and why the purpose of reading is important in that navigation. The focus
within literacy pedagogy might consider a shift in the concerns and attention from
learning how students comprehend differently when reading from digital text to how to
design instruction with the purpose of increasing the efficacy of these digital devices.
Teachers frequently utilize digital devices only for intervention purposes and
center activities in literacy instruction. However, if reading from an iPad increases
engagement with a text and motivation within the learner, educators and instructional
designers should consider this device as a valuable resource for more traditional literacy
tasks. The iPad in this study was successfully utilized as a text resource as students read a
story and successfully constructed explicit and implicit knowledge in comprehension.

Off-Task Behaviors
Ineffective instruction and methods can lead to unnecessary distractions and make
a task more complex than it needs to be. With an awareness of the types of off-task
behaviors students are likely to engage in while reading, instructional designers and
educators will be better prepared for intentional planning in order to negate these
distractions.
Research has concluded Wästlund (2007) that scrolling through a text can impair
attention and distort a sense of place in a passage, hindering comprehension. Clicking and
scrolling through text on a screen occurs while viewing only one section of text at a time.
When reading on paper, the entire text can quickly be scanned page by page in order to
locate a specific piece of text (Mangen et al., 2013). In knowing the specific off-task
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behaviors associated with the iPad or similar devices, a teacher can be pro-active in
planning lessons that address these behaviors and utilize “brain training” to navigate
these spaces to locate information. All too often in education, instructors assume the
nuances of how to appropriately interact with entities of the learning experience should
be an innate behavior. Designing instruction that would model the expected procedures of
how to scroll or enlarge text and discussing their function in detail with students are
intentional measures a teacher might consider. Researchers highlight the need for
interventions that guide readers with ADHD to successfully recognize, order, and retrieve
significant story events in recall practice.
These implications should be strongly considered as state assessments begin
gravitating towards online testing. Those in educational leadership must consider
numerous variables within this transition and future score analysis. If research concludes
that students comprehend differently with print and digital text, measures should be
designed guiding that standards are in place and enforced ensuring all students have equal
access to devices and effective instruction on how to maximize the efficacy of the
technology before them. Further, studies have shown there are differential effects on
comprehension when reading from different technologies. If students are not assessed
utilizing the same type of device, can comprehension performance be compared fairly
across all students?

Limitations
Strauss & Corbin (1990) cautioned researchers to be mindful in allowing the data
to direct the work when personal biases are considered a limitation within a study.
Researcher bias is an important limitation to note as the participants in this study were
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my students completing tasks according to the procedures of the research design in my
classroom. In an effort to mitigate any effects of researcher bias, procedural fidelity and
inter-rater agreement measures were followed. As an internal intervention agent, there
was less disruption than if an external researcher had collected the same data which
eliminated an internal threat to validity. My presence and role as their teacher in the
classroom were not altered due to data collection in this study. Observation notes were
not written or analyzed while I was with the students in the classroom as this occurred
while watching the videos at a later time. The learning environment remained a
naturalistic setting for these participants with the exception of the iPad video-recording
their reading time. As noted, only a few incidences were observed where a student was
off-task due to a distraction created from the study. This occurred when one participant
was looking at the camera and then turned his back for a few minutes. Though bias is a
limitation, there were benefits of my dual role as teacher and researcher. Having known
these students for nine months at the time of the study, I was familiar with their typical
behaviors. Therefore, I can attest that the behaviors and performances presented for data
collection were genuine.
Several other limitations need to be acknowledged regarding this investigation.
As the data collection timeline occurred at the end of the school year, student motivation
and engagement might have been affected. Further, as data were collected in May, the
school year was ending and more time to observe students across additional sessions was
not available. Further sessions of data collection would have provided more breadth and
depth to the data analysis.
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Another limitation occurred concerning the videoing of students reading during
data collection. The participant’s face, and therefore eye gaze, was sometimes out of view
from the camera as they shifted in their seat or a neighboring student moved forward.
Consequently, there were minutes I was unable to observe all on or off-task behaviors
with complete certainty.
Two of the questions on the comprehension assessment were frequently missed.
Upon further analysis, I determined these questions to be difficult to interpret and would
have replaced them had I realized this before the students completed the assessments. The
questions came from two different sessions, so the scores might have been slightly higher
if I had not counted them, however the fluctuation trends would have remained the same.

Future Research
This study examined the differential effects of digital and print text on
participants with ADHD. Future research comparing these and similar findings with
elementary-aged participants not diagnosed with ADHD would offer significant
contributions to the growing understanding of how younger students interact with
technology while engaged in learning. More research is needed to better understand how
the reading comprehension of younger readers with ADHD is affected when reading
digitally compared to traditional print text. Longitudinal studies collecting similar data
over time, months or an entire school year, would offer findings to better inform
pedagogical practice the elementary grades. Extensions of the numerous studies
comparing the effects of digital and print texts on comprehension should be conducted
with elementary-aged learners for comparative purposes. Variables that contribute to
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lower comprehension in high school or university students as they read digital text might
not be a contributing factor in hindering progress with the younger “digital natives”.
In addition, future research should concentrate on variances within the materials
and procedures of the present study in an effort to examine the effects a greater cognitive
load might have on comprehension. Orally questioning to assess comprehension is an
option to consider as reliance on a student’s writing capabilities would not be a factor or
barrier to cognition. Exploring additional options with more complex comprehension
tasks would yield valuable information for practitioners creating and analyzing reading
comprehension data. Test questions requiring specific wording from the text to support a
response would contribute further insight into how students extract relevant information
comparably with digital and print text. Similarly, student performance within these two
conditions should be examined when asked questions requiring higher-order thinking
skills with and without the text available for reference. Readers with ADHD often have
greater difficulty sustaining attention to organize the necessary higher-order processes
required for deep reading (Bailey et al., 2009; Flory, 2006; Lorch et al., 2010; Van Neste
et al., 2015). Moreover, regarding greater complexity in the materials, future studies
should also follow similar methods and procedures as this study, but with a different text
genre. Non-fiction is considered to be more difficult to comprehend than fiction text and
could offer additional, informative findings if used as a resource passage in similar
research studies.
Further, an in-depth examination of the differential effects digital and print text
have on readers diagnosed with the specific subtypes of ADHD would extend the
findings and analysis of the present study comparably. The medical diagnoses of ADHD
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for the participants of this study did not include a subtype (inattentive, hyperactive, or a
combination of the two). As a veteran teacher, I can make an educated guess as to which
type each student would be classified under based on behaviors. However, this
information is not officially available by a medical practitioner.
Additionally, further inquiry regarding the type of digital devices used in teaching
and learning would further inform teachers and instructional designers as they effectively
integrate technology into literacy instruction. The iPads used in this study could be
physically manipulated similarly to that of a traditional paper text as students could hold
it in their lap or hands and move the device to a comfortable position on the desk as they
read. This similarity possibly contributed to the only slight differences in off-task
behaviors and minutes for the five students with ADHD in this study. Other devices, such
as the increasingly popular Chromebook or laptop, do not afford this ability in physical
repositioning and could likely yield greater differences in off-task data. These devices
also offer different affordances, perhaps less, than a portable iPad tablet. One example is
that they also have a keyboard, whereas text on an iPad is navigated via a touchscreen.
Liquid-crystal display (LCD) screens are a factor in the visual ergonomics of a digital
technology considered by researchers in findings. These slightly larger computer screens
can lead to visual fatigue, which can interfere with cognitive processing, due to
fluctuating light and contrast levels (Köpper et al., 2016; Mangen et al., 2013; Noyes &
Garland, 2008). This is a result of visually engaging with an illuminated display for long
periods of time and from the angle a digital screen is held and read. As noted above,
traditional print text materials (and an iPad) can be read from and held at a lower angle
than a Chromebook or laptop screen which allows for the eyelid to remain slightly
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closed, allowing complete eye blinks. A computer screen from a Chromebook sits on a
surface at an upright angle from the face which requires the eye to open wider, causing
greater exposure to the cornea and partial eye blinks.

Conclusion: Recommendations for Practice
The growing body of research focusing on how we understand literacy and
technology directs and foregrounds necessary pedagogical shifts. The future of literacy
extends beyond the pages in a book or magazine. As words are transformed from a
traditional book to a device, how do our minds process information differently when the
story is no longer in our hands, but on our screens? The positive change begins by
empowering our learners. Findings from the research should be used by instructional
designers and educators to frame learning and interventions using digital devices, such as
an iPad, as the reading medium. Studies have shown that reading digitally can to be
motivational for elementary readers. Knowing this, teachers can plan lessons modeling
for students how to be intentional in their use of digital tools such as scrolling and
enlarging texts. This will promote a more comprehensive engagement with the digital
text and reading success.
As designers of instruction, the focus of the inquiry must continue to examine the
differential effects these new technologies have on how students acquire and process new
and various levels of learning. Shifts in the research are warranted as investigations occur
not with the purpose of determining which medium is better for comprehension, but in
discovering and maximizing the efficacy of the digital device.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
IRB

APPENDIX B
Two Complete Passages from Storyworks
https://storyworks.scholastic.com/
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APPENDIX C
Story Summaries

Title

Problem

Solution

Clean Start

Max does not want to do his
homework, so he creates a
robot to do this for him. He
eventually feels guilty for
not being responsible.

Max gives the robot to his
grandmother’s friend in the nursing
home so he will have
someone(thing) to play chess with
and not be lonely.

Freddie in the
Shade

Freddie is upset about
moving to a new town and
being the new kid in school.
He wears sunglasses so he
will not feel noticed.

He meets Amy at his new job at the
bakery. The become good friends
and eventually he learns that she
has to go back to live with her
mother at the end of the summer.
She understands what it is like to be
the new kid and Freddie feels more
confident to just be himself, taking
off the glasses.

Dad’s New Job

It is “Take Your Dad to
School Day” and Henry is
embarrassed to have his dad
come speak as he is a stayat-home dad completing the
daily tasks of taking care of
the house and family.

Henry’s dad comes to school and
shares all the responsibilities and
tasks associated with his new role.
The class loves his speech and
cheers. Henry appreciates his
father’s job.

How Bad
Could It Be?

Ben was friends with a bully
named Kevin. Kevin
influences Ben to taunt
Truman about his peanut
allergies and eventually trip
him in class. Ben feels
guilty.

Ben apologizes to Truman and
helps walk him to the nurse’s
office, proud that he did not let
Kevin control him anymore and
happy that he is friends with
Truman.

Like Magic

Jonah is upset with his
parents for always favoring
his sisters. He wishes he had
a different family and leaves
the house. He ends up at a
strange mansion with a

Jonah is upset when he comes
home, and his family does not
recognize him. He is regretful and
realizes how important family is.
The curse is broken.
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quirky magician. He granted
the deepest wish in Jonah’s
heart and his family no
longer remembered him.
The Ghost of
Specter
Elementary

Mia is a new student at
school and is upset as she
has moved a lot in the past.
She does not make new
friends because she knows it
will not matter if she has to
move again.

Mia meets a ghost that shows her
what it would be like if she literally
did disappear like a ghost. Mia is
regretful, realizes the important of
friendship, and realizes the value of
living in the moment with new
friends.

The Good
Deed

The main character
volunteers to read aloud to
an elderly woman to earn a
badge for completing a good
deed. While there, the
neighbor girl, Risa also tags
along and annoys her. She
even worries Risa will steal
the new book because she
keeps looking at it.

The main character learns that Risa
did take the book because she
struggles to read and was curious.
The elderly woman was also going
to tutor and help her learn as she
had to take care of her siblings and
had not time. The main character
feels bad for judging Risa and they
become friends.

No Carnations
for Ray Fink

Ray did not like his name
and felt different than the
other kids. His friend had
moved, and he felt alone. To
make it worse, Valentine’s
Day was coming up and Ray
was lonely and upset as no
one would send him a
flower.

Ray hears his dad talking about an
elderly gentleman that has no one
as his wife has died. Ray thinks of
him being alone and compares that
to his own feelings at school. Ran
realizes the importance of trying to
make new friends. He sends the
elderly gentleman a note and
communicates with him. Ray
makes a new friend on Valentine’s
Day.

The Day It
Rained Cats

The main character (1st
person) is worried about her
Grandmother as she is
getting older. The
grandmother has a special
gift called “leving” which
means she can lift people
and items in the air and
move them. The main

As the neighbors are preparing for a
yard sale, a car comes around the
corner and the two children are
about to get hit. The grandmother
and main character use their powers
to save the children. The main
character is proud of herself and
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The Great
Hodgi

character has this inherited
gift, but struggles to learn to
use it and does not believe in
herself.

has more respect for the
grandmother.

Leah was the only kid in her
class that could not figure
out a magic card trick. She
lied and pretended that she
knew the secret and
continued to feel bad about
herself for not understanding
it. She was envious of all her
friends as they kept talking
about the cool trick.

Lean’s mom talks to her and they
make jokes, trying to find humor in
Leah’s hard day. The next day,
Leah finds out that no one knew the
secret magic trick, they had all been
pretending…just like her. She
figured it out eventually and
everyone was proud of her.
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APPENDIX D
iPad Proficiency

Task
Locate Google Chrome icon for
the internet
Navigate to Storyworks.com
Navigate to a specific issue
number of the magazine,
Storyworks, online
Open to a story within the issue
if given the title
Get back to the story if
accidentally exit out
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With
Assistance
(Date)

Mastered
Independently
(Date)

APPENDIX E
Student Data Portfolio Sample
Student Data Portfolio for Tim
Interviews
Pre-Interview 1. Do you prefer to read fiction or non-fiction? (real or fake) why?
Fiction because they are more fun.
2. What do you like to read about? Anything about history Why?
Because I like reading about the past
3. What gives you problems when you read? Sometimes I reread a sentence a lot until I
think I’ve said it write. Why? Because sometimes I think I’ve said it wrong
4. What are you best at in reading? reading sentences
5. If gave you 30 dollars to spend at a store full of electronics and books, what would you
buy?
Books probably because I don’t know what you would buy of electronic things that only
cost $30.
6. Tell me about different things you read it from a screen.
Usually I don’t read from a screen except on Study Island they have a reading and stuff.
7. Where are you when you read this?
School
8. And why are you reading it, for what reason?
So I know where my questions are in Study Island and I know how to get my answers
9. Did you like reading from a screen?
Yeah
Why
Because it is easier
Why do you think it is easier?
You don’t have to flip through pages and go back-and-forth
10. What do you like most about reading a regular book with paper?
You can take it wherever you go and it is how reading began.*** great quote
Post-Interview Answers
1. What did you like best about reading from the magazine?
That it’s easier to look back in the text easier and stuff.
2. Is there anything you didn’t like about reading from the magazine?
No not really
3. How do you use the magazine to find your answer?
I flipped back into the text and found my answer.
4. Was there anything about using the magazine that distracted you?
Let me ask, was there anything that distracted you while you were reading today?
Nope
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Observations and Assessments
Session #1: Clean Start
Print

AM

or

or

Digital PM
Print

AM

Total
Minutes/
Seconds
14:30/870

Total Time
Off Task
(seconds)

% of Total Incidences of
Time Off Off-Task
Task
Behaviors

Range of OffTask
Behaviors

49

6%

5-17 seconds

5

Observation Notes: X=an off-task behavior in seconds
Flipped through pages X 17 *R :10-:37
Playing with flip flops
Move in seat and looking around X 11 *E 1:40-1:51
Flipping magazine X5 *R 2:05-2:10
Showing neighbor X 5 *P 2:10-2:15
Showing neighbor another page X 11 *P 2:53-3:04
Holding magazine up in the air then down
Eyes squinted
Mouthing words
Feet fidgeting
DONE -14:30
Special Notes:
He had a hard time getting started; shoes on and off or food in chair working
Comprehension Assessment 83%
#

Assessment Analysis Notes

1-D

2

Only wrote about chores, not over entire plot; lazy to respectful-not the bigger
picture of the story, but he did give support from text for what he gave as answer

2-C

+

Sp-“chorse”

3-S

+

“work shop”-same as repair shop (from text)

4-P

+

“the grandma” instead of actual name

5-P

x

His idea is in the ballpark of correct answer...it was due to him (Mr. Gravis) being
alone/bored…however he DOES have friend with the Grandma, so answer is
incorrect
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Session #5: Like Magic *Philip
Print

AM

or

or

Digital PM
Digital PM

Total
Minutes/
Seconds
12:47/767

Total Time
Off Task
(seconds)

% of Total Incidences of
Time Off
Off-Task
Task
Behaviors

Range of OffTask
Behaviors

236

31%

10-41 seconds

9

Observation Notes: X=an off-task behavior in seconds
Observation Notes:
Turns iPad in circle 4x X 34 *R :55-1:29
Scroll with right finger
Stand up and lean over screen as read
Move side to side in seat
Rubs face, looking around X 13 *E 4:23-4:36
Sets iPad in lap
Back on desk (eyes still on screen)
Pressing volume button X 16 * R 5:02-5:18
Scrolling with elbow X 33 *R 5:45-6:18
Scrolls with finger then both thumbs, then two fingers
Finger following text on screen (I think)
Moved to next seat, put iPad on desk X 10 *E 6:41-6:51
Constant scrolling and touching of screen, like a rhythm (145 seconds) still eyes on
screen
Hold place with finger and turns to talk X 35 *P 9:04-9:31
Finger side to side fast on screen as if erasing something quickly X 32 *R 9:56-10:28
Tapping iPad with finger on side
Scrolling to other pages quickly X 22 *R 11:02-11:24
Eyes on screen, tapping side
Touch/scroll again, but rapidly as if sweeping with finger X 41 *R 11:45-12: 26
Comprehension Assessment 50%
#
Assessment Analysis Notes
1-P

x

not even in text

2-S

+

correct

3-C

x

at end, so there was anger, but not at the beginning of the story

4-P

+

correct-fun words “smells like sweaty feet and burnt cabbage”

5-D

1

no evidence, deep thought “brightened his day”
+=correct x=incorrect 2, 1, or 0=score for short answer
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APPENDIX F
Interview Summary
Purchase
with $30

Screen
Reading:
Types of
Text

Screen
Reading:
Location

Screen
Reading:
Purpose

Screen Traditional
Reading:
Book
Like
Most

Junie

Electronicsmore
entertaining

Stories

In bed from
Kindle

Weighs
less than
a book

Funny
when
turns off

Summer

Books-a
love of
books

Books
from
Kindle
app

Grandparents’
house with
internet

It’s fun

Tim

Bookselectronics
cost too
much

Study
Island

School

Study
Island

Billy

N/A

Science
fiction

His room

Philip

Electronicsaccess to
software
programs
at home

A story

School
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Fun

Lights
Allowed
up and
where
can read electronics
in the
are not
dark
Don’t
have to
flip
pages

Portable

Searching Reading
the
on
internet websites

Turning
pages to
the next
chapter

To help
with
reading

Zoom in
and
highlight
words

Exciting
words

APPENDIX G
Interview Themes
Theme

Summer

Billy

Tim

Junie

Philip

Access to
Print and
Device
Experiences

get on my
tablet; Kindle
app

read from
iPads

(No device
mentioned)

(home)

Study
Island
(school)

read on
an iPad
or my
cell
phone;
my Fire
Kindle

read from a
computer or
iPad

(home)

(school)

(home)
ADHD
Symptoms

get distracted
by friends and
stuff around
me

look around
sometimes
and lose my
place; I don’t
like when
others are
talking

I reread a
sentence a
lot

life is
fuzzy

too many
words

Device
Knowledge

requires
internet;* not
allowed on
airplane;
bookmark a
page;
adjustable
light *

can search
stuff up and
just read it

no pages to
flip trough
*

can read
stories;
lighter
than a
book

can zoom*
highlight
words, turn
arrow keys
or press
enter to turn
page*
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APPENDIX H
Story Questions and Answers
Clean Freddie Dad How Magic Ghost Good Carnations Cats Hodgi
Job Bad
Deed
1

D

D

D

P

P

S

S

D

D

C

2

C

C

C

P

S

S

S

P

P

P

3

S

S

S

C

C

P

D

P

P

S

4

P

P

P

S

P

C

C

C

S

S

5

P

P

P

D

D

D

P

S

C

D

P-plot S-setting C-character D- development of character

Session 1 Clean Start
1. Explain TWO ways Max changes from the beginning of the story to the end. Use information
from the passage to support your answer.
2. What is Max’s reason for building Walter in the first place?
3. Max makes Walter out of pieces taken from_________.
4. After Walter gets hit by lightning, what does Max do with him?
5. What gives Max the idea to turn Walter into a chess-playing robot?
Session 2 Freddie in the Shade
1. Explain TWO ways Freddie changes from the beginning of the story to the end. Use
information from the passage to support your answer.
2. Why does Mr. Fieldstone give Freddie an éclair the first time they meet?
3. Where did Freddie live before he and his dad moved?
4. What happens just after Freddie and Amy arrive at the movies?
5. List ONE task Freddie completes on his first day working at the bakery.
Session 3 Dad’s New Job
1. Explain TWO ways Henry changes from the beginning of the story to the end. Use information
from the passage to support your answer.
2. Why does Henry lie to his friends about Take Your Dad to School Day?
3. Where is Henry at the very beginning of the story?
4. What happens just after Henry’s dad finishes his speech to the class?
5. List ONE task Henry’s father is responsible for in his job?
Session 4 How Bad Could It Be?
1. What happens just after Keven asked Ben to go trick-or-treating with Truman?
2. List one item found in the art room.
3. Why does Ben want to walk Truman to the nurse’s office?
4. Where was Ben at the beginning of this story?
5. Explain one way Ben changes from the beginning of the story to the end. Use information from
the passage to support your answer.
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Session 5 Like Magic?
1. What happens just before Jonah knocks on the door looking for his father?
2. Where did the magician live?
3. Who is Jonah angry with at the beginning of the story?
4. Use TWO words used in the passage to describe the mansion.
5. Explain one way Jonah changes from the beginning of the story to the end. Use information
from the passage to support your answer.
Session 6 The Ghost of Specter Elementary
1. Where was Mia going at the beginning of the story?
2. Where is Mia at the end of the story? How do you know?
3. What does the ghost teach Mia?
4. Why does Mia want to make friends?
5. Explain one way Mia changes from the beginning of the story to the end. Use information from
the passage to support your answer.
Session 7 The Good Deed
1. Where does Risa live? How do you know?
2. Where did Heather go just after she realized the book was missing?
3. Describe how Heather’s opinion of Risa changes from the beginning of the story to the end.
Use information from the passage to support your answer.
4. Did Risa like her Mother’s new job? Explain your answer using evidence from the passage.
5. Why is Heather going to read with Miss Benson at the beginning of the story?
Session 8 No Carnations for Ray Fink
1. Explain TWO ways Ray changes from the beginning of the story to the end. Use information
from the passage to support your answer.
2. What was Ray describing when he said, “it was like a message in a bottle”?
3. What does Ray do after realizing that his dad will probably forget to respond to the note from
Mr. Ross?
4. Why is Reese not sitting with Ray at lunch?
5. Where was Ray at the end of the story?
Session 9 The Day It Rained Cats
1. What is one challenge Sheera faces in the story, and how does she overcome it? Use
information from the passage to support your answer.
2. When did the problems Grandma had with leaving begin?
3. Why does Dad suggest that Grandma stop leaving?
4. Where was Mr. Lewis when the SUV came around the corner?
5. At the end of the story, why does Sheera leave the picture of herself and Grandma and make it
flap like a butterfly?
Session 10 The Great Hodgi
1. Why does Leah’s mom tell the “no soap, radio” joke?
2. Why do all of Leah’s classmates pretend to understand Jessie’s magic trick?
3. Where does the beginning of the story take place?
4. How do you know the story took place in this location?
5. How does Leah change from the beginning of the story to the end? Use evidence from the story
to support your answer.
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APPENDIX I
Short Answer Rubric
Score Point-2

Score Point-1

• You complete all
components of the question
and communicate ideas
clearly.

• You provide a partially correct
answer to the question and/or
address only a portion of the
question

• You demonstrate an
understanding of the concepts
and/or processes.

• You demonstrate a partial
understanding of the concepts
and/or processes.

Score Point-0
Your answer is
totally incorrect or
irrelevant OR blank.

• You provide a correct
answer using an accurate
explanation as support
https://education.ky.gov/AA/Assessments/Documents/SA%20Scoring%20Guide.pdf
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APPENDIX J
Inter-Rater Rating
Session #1

Student 1

Student 2

Student 3

Student 4

Student 5

Student 1

Student 2

Student 3

Student 4

Student 5

1
2
3
4
5

Session #1
1
2
3
4
5

Notes:
Rater 1

Rater 2
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% Agreement & Notes

APPENDIX K
Excel Data Base Example

Total Time (seconds) Time off Task (seconds) Percentage off task
610
19
3%
824
52
6%
626
67
11%
689
81
12%
642
0
0%
1230
100
8%
772
68
9%
760
29
4%
926
23
2%
872
78
9%
663
78
12%
954
127
13%
800
59
7%
563
43
8%
876
14
2%
699
0
0%
604
12
2%
654
66
10%
804
166
21%
477
14
3%
601
380
63%

Condition Session# AM/PM
D
4 AM
D
7 PM
D
9 PM
D
3 PM
D
1 AM
D
4 AM
D
10 AM
D
6 PM
D
9 PM
D
3 PM
D
6 PM
D
7 PM
D
9 PM
D
3 PM
D
5 PM
D
1 AM
D
10 AM
D
7 PM
D
3 PM
D
6 PM
D
4 PM
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Title
How Bad
Good Deed
Cats
Dad Job
Clean Start
How Bad
Hodgi
Ghost
Cats
Dad Job
Ghost
Good Deed
Cats
Dad Job
Magic
Clean Start
Hodgi
Good Deed
Dad Job
Ghost
How Bad

Score

83%
67%
50%
67%
67%
50%
50%
83%
33%
33%
100%
83%
50%
67%
83%
67%
83%
67%
33%
83%
17%

Lexile

620
590
670
650
650
620
550
620
670
650
620
590
670
650
600
650
550
590
650
620
620

APPENDIX L
Procedural Fidelity Checklist
Session # 1 Story: Clean Start
Print Text Condition
Pass out copy of correct Storyworks
Instruct students to sit in their desk
Instruct students to read the story only once
Discretely redirect if needed during this reading & record on
data sheet
Record time spent reading
Deliver assessment to student’s desk
Record time spent completing test
Collect assessments
Digital Text Condition
Pass out iPad
Guide students to correct website and text
Instruct students to sit in their desk
Instruct students to read the story only once
Discretely redirect if needed during this reading & record on
data sheet
Record time spent reading
Deliver assessment to student’s desk
Record time spent completing test
Collect assessments
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